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Figure 3: Swartz Bay Terminal Aerial Photograph



1.3 Previous Master Planning
2004 Master Plan: This TDP replaces the Swartz Bay Terminal Master 
Concept Plan 2004-2013 that was prepared in June 2004. It identified 
long-term improvement and upgrades to both the landside and the 
marine infrastructure for a 20-year period. Much of that plan has been 
implemented, but some aspects such as the west exit road, relocation of the 
warehouse, and foot passenger terminal expansion, were deferred for future 
implementation. 

2009 Master Plan: The 2004 Master Concept Plan was updated in July 2009 
with some new functional requirements and incorporated operational 
changes implemented by BC Ferries. Major changes were to expand the 
Berth 2 waiting room, optimize the drop trailer facility, and address tourist 
and transit bus needs. 

Baseline Report: A draft Baseline Report was prepared in 2017 by BC Ferries 
which compiled much of the background information required for the TDP 
process. 

1.4 TDP Study Area
The TDP study area encompasses the marine infrastructure consisting of 
the five berths, the landside infrastructure within the terminal site, and 
adjacent access roads including Lands End Road, Dolphin Road and the 
Highway 17 approach to the terminal. In addition, attention was also paid to 
neighbouring properties. 

1.1 A Terminal Development Plan (TDP)
BC Ferries commissioned Stantec to prepare a Terminal Development Plan 
(TDP) for the Swartz Bay Ferry Terminal. The intent of the Swartz Bay TDP is to 
create a clear and viable plan based on sound evidence and analysis as well as 
consideration of opportunities and challenges. The TDP is part of BC Ferries’ 
strategic plan to continuously improve the West Coast travel experience—
exceeding customer expectations and reflecting the innovation and pride of 
its employees.

1.2 Purpose of the TDP
The purpose of a TDP is to set out the long-term vision of the terminal and 
assist in guiding future change and project development in a sustainable 
and phased approach across the BC Ferries network. The TDP will be used to 
guide future project development at Swartz Bay and, further, it will provide 
the framework for the implementation of strategies, actions and projects 
over the next 25 years. This plan will enable BC Ferries to phase the Swartz 
Bay terminal developments in the most cost-effective way. 

1.0 Introduction

1.5 Structure of the TDP
Following this introduction, the next section of the TDP addresses contextual 
issues—from its regional and community setting and planning policies to 
how the Swartz Bay terminal fits within the overall framework of BC Ferries’ 
bigger picture strategic planning. Next, the document describes the existing 
development and some influencing site factors. The key issue is that it is a very 
complex operation, on a sloping and constrained site, with some facilities at 
end-of-life, pushing up against the requirement for expansion of most of the 
facilities. This discussion leads into the proposed TDP and the steps necessary 
to implement the plan in the short and long-term. 

1.6 Interpretation of the TDP
Unless otherwise specified in the TDP, the boundaries and locations of 
any symbols or areas shown on a figure are only approximate and should 
be interpreted as such. They are not intended to define exact locations 
except where they coincide with clearly recognizable physical features or 
fixed boundaries, such as property lines and utility rights-of-way. It should 
be noted that many aspects of the TDP will require additional planning 
steps, and more detail, as elements of the TDP are advanced towards 
implementation. 
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Figure 4: Terminal Location

2.1 Regional Context
The Swartz Bay terminal is the largest terminal on Vancouver Island, serving 
Route 1, the major connection to Tsawwassen on the Lower Mainland. The 
terminal also serves Southern Gulf Islands Route 4 to Salt Spring as well as 
Routes 5 and 5A to Saturna, Pender, Mayne and Galiano Islands.

The terminal is located at the north end of the Saanich Peninsula, with 
Highway 17 providing direct road access south, approximately 32 km to 
Victoria. Figure 4 shows the location at the North End of the Saanich 
Peninsula. 

The Swartz Bay terminal is located within the asserted traditional territories 
of the Malahat, Pauquachin, Tsartlip, Tsawout, and Tseycum First Nations 
which constitute the Saanich First Nation. 
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2.2 Historical Context
Swartz Bay was named after John Aaron Swart, purchaser in 1876. It was 
meant to be Swart’s Bay but was incorrectly spelled when it was adopted by 
the Government.

The Swartz Bay terminal was originally constructed in 1930 and acquired by 
BC Ferries in 1960. 

Figure 5: Swartz Bay Terminal—1947 
SOURCE: BC Archives, Item I-20713

Figure 6: Swartz Bay Terminal—1964  
SOURCE: George Allen Aerial Photos Ltd.

Figure 7: Swartz Bay Terminal—1984 
SOURCE: BC Archives, Item I-04644

What was originally an isolated site has since been joined by new 
neighbours—residential, recreational, and commercial. 

Over the decades, this major terminal has expanded significantly with larger 
vessels placed into service to meet increasing traffic demands.

Strategically, the Swartz Bay terminal will continue as the major terminal on 
southern Vancouver Island, servicing the Lower Mainland and Southern Gulf 
Islands.
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2.3 Municipal Policy Context
The terminal is located at the north end of the District of North Saanich—a 
community of over 11,000 people. 

Official Community Plan: North Saanich’s planning and development is 
managed by an Official Community Plan (OCP) that was adopted in 2007. 
The OCP is the overarching planning document that sets out the community 
vision and values to guide decision making about the future direction of the 
municipality. It also provides clarity for residents, businesses and institutions 
on the primary goals, objectives and supporting policies that help the 
municipality to meet its goals. 

There are no relevant policies in the North Saanich OCP in relation to the 
Swartz Bay terminal other than identifying the site as Marine Commercial 
on the land use designation map. There are, however, policies associated 
with environmental issues including marine and foreshore protection and 
the designation of commercial development, and the marine foreshore and 
natural environment as development permit areas.

Development Permits: The Local Government Act authorizes municipalities 
to designate Development Permit Areas (DPAs) and request Development 
Permits prior to the commencement of development for certain issues. 
Development Permits will be required prior to Building Permits for any 
development at the terminal. The terminal is within the following two 
Development Permit Areas:

• DPA 1—Marine Upland and Foreshore: to regulate development within 
15 m of the shoreland of the terminal in a manner that preserves and 
protects environmentally sensitive areas.

• DPA 5—Commercial and Industrial: to establish guidelines for the form 
and character of commercial development at the terminal.

Zoning Bylaw: The intent of the North Saanich Zoning Bylaw is to regulate 
development in the municipality. The entirety of the terminal site, including 
both land and the water lots, is zoned M-1 Commercial Wharf. The stated 
purpose of the zone is ‘to provide land and water for the operation of BC 
Ferries subject to the paramount jurisdiction of the Government of Canada 
respecting navigation and shipping.’ The only principal permitted use in 
this zone is a Ferry Terminal. Additional secondary permitted uses include 
breakwaters and groynes as well as accessory uses, buildings and structures. 

The M-1 zone includes regulations for principal buildings, as follows:

(a) Maximum height 20 m (65.6 ft)
(b) Minimum setbacks:

(i) Front 7.6 m (25 ft)
(ii) Rear 7.6 m (25 ft)
(iii) Interior Side 7.6 m (25 ft) if abutting Rural Agricultural Zone or 

Residential Zone
(iv) Exterior Side 7.6 m (25 ft)
(v) Exception 30 m (98.4 ft) if abutting a Residential Zone

The M-1 zone includes regulations for accessory buildings, as follows:

(a) Maximum height 10 m (32.8 ft)
(b) Minimum setbacks:

(i) Front 7.6 m (25 ft)
(ii) Rear 7.6 m (25 ft)
(iii) Interior Side 7.6 m (25 ft)
(iv) Exterior Side 7.6 m (25 ft)

In addition, there are some other relevant regulations such as the 
requirement for landscaping and screening along the boundary with 
residential development. 

Agricultural Land Reserve: There is a small area of land within the 
Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), outside of but adjacent to the terminal near 
Lands End Road. Other lands within the terminal area had previously been 
removed from the ALR. 

2.4 Development Context
Although initially built in isolation, the terminal is now surrounded by 
commercial and residential development. There is single-detached housing 
on large lots to the west of the terminal site, with three houses backing 
directly onto the terminal property. The housing area stretches along the 
shoreline, with views directly facing Berth 1. Seaspan operates a shipping 
facility adjacent to the east boundary of the terminal. 

Further to the southeast, Canoe Cove Marina operates as a commercial 
waterfront and moorage facility. There are also several commercial 
businesses nearby including: 

• Stonehouse Pub (Canoe Cove Rd.)

• Dock - Barnacle Road (parking & boat launch access for Piers Islanders/
other/water taxi service) 

• Canoe Cove Marina & Boatyard (Canoe Cove Rd.) - EcoCruising / Island 
Taxi – commercial boat operator licensed by Parks Canada to offer a 
water taxi shuttle service within the Gulf Islands National Park Reserve 
(EcoCruising departs from various locations including Canoe Cove 
Marina)

• Canoe Cove Coffee Shop (Canoe Cove Rd.)
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Operational Excellence:
We strive for a superior customer experience 
through safe, efficient, reliable and effective 
service delivery.

Financial Sustainability:
We make prudent choices for the long-term 
growth and sustainability of our organization, 
which enables fare affordability, value for 
customers and effective asset stewardship.

Employee Engagement:
We foster growth, development and 
commitment in our people.

Environmental and Social Governance:
We leverage our resources, services 
and relationships in recognition of our 
responsibility to our environment, customers, 
employees, stakeholders and communities.

Innovation and Continuous 
Improvement:
We nurture continuous improvement and 
innovation across our organization.

VISION
Trusted, valued. 

MISSION
We connect communities and customers to the people and 
places important in their lives. 

OUR VALUES
Safe
Safety is our highest value. 

Caring
We operate from a position of kindness and empathy for those 
who travel and work with us. 

Honest
We conduct business with integrity, honesty and accountability. 

Collaborative
We collaborate with others to enhance the customer experience. 

Respectful
Respect is paramount in our interactions with others. 

Sustainable
Our environmental, social and economic impact are central to 
business decisions.

2.5 BC Ferries Strategic Planning Context

2.5.1 STRATEGIC PLAN 

The 2018 Strategic Plan was prepared to guide the long-term direction of BC 
Ferries and achieve the organization's vision. The Strategic Plan’s vision is as 
follows:

The Strategic Plan outlines five strategic drivers that will inform strategic 
decision-making over the planning horizon. They are the critical success factors 
that must be in place to achieve the strategic goals that BC Ferries will pursue 
to achieve the vision of Trusted, valued: 

All actions and strategies proposed in this TDP will align 
with these five strategic drivers where possible.

Terminal Network Master Plan
Fleet Master Plan

IT Master Plan

Terminal Development Plans
Vessel Procurement & Sustainment

IT Development Plans

Capital Plan
Project 

Business Case

Project Planning & 
Implementation

Learnings

Figure 8: Relationship between Strategic Plan, Terminal Network 
Master Plan and Terminal Development Plans

Strategic Plan
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2.5.2 TERMINAL NETWORK MASTER PLAN

The 2016 Terminal Network Master Plan (TNMP) is a 25-year forward looking 
document that forecasts all the strategic and major tactical actions required 
to develop the BC Ferries terminal network. The network includes individual 
routes and how they interact as a system of routes. 

The intent of the plan is that the terminal network ‘will be optimized for 
safe, efficient, effective and sustainable operations’ with a view to ‘optimize 
operating and capital costs and increase system reliability.’ Further, ‘terminal 
improvements will emphasize safety, environmental stewardship, efficiency 
and customer service.’ 

The TNMP applies to existing and new terminals (including development, 
construction and major modifications), marine and upland structures, 
and real estate. It does not apply to operations, maintenance, and minor 
modifications, etc. A requirement of the TNMP is that every terminal will 
have a TDP that aligns with the TNMP, which specifies the following: 

• Terminal classification

• Berth classification(s)

• Description of existing facility

• Existing traffic demand and growth projections

• Terminal lands and property, including community and stakeholder 
engagement and archaeological assessments as appropriate

• Existing terminal infrastructure

• Existing safety, security and operational issues

• Existing and future vessel deployment

• Functional requirements, as drawn from Terminal Design Requirements 
contained in the TNMP and established in consultation with local area 
teams

• Future terminal development plans, including the scope, schedule and 
budget of all improvements to be carried out over the next 25-years.

The TNMP sets out the functional requirements for each of the four types 
of terminal. Swartz Bay falls in the Major Terminal Class. All future terminal 
developments at Swartz Bay will conform to the Design Requirements 
outlined in Section 4 of this TDP. The TDP will provide the detailed functional 
requirements based on the terminal specific requirements. The functional 
design requirements have generally been classified as either:  Essential or 
Desirable. 

2.5.3 FLEET MASTER PLAN

The 2016 Fleet Master Plan (FMP) translates the broad direction of the 
Strategic Plan into specific strategies, policies and tactics that apply to 
the BC Ferries fleet. BC Ferries fleet will transition from a fleet of many 
unique vessels to a fleet of vessels that have high physical and operational 
commonality. The number of unique vessels in the fleet are to be minimized. 
Common operational and maintenance procedures will be used as far 
as practicable. New vessel designs will emphasize safety, environmental 
stewardship, efficiency, standardization, class builds and customer 
experience. 

As noted in the FMP, long range planning is important to transition the 
current state of 17 classes to a future state with a reduced number of classes. 
As vessels retire, the timing of removing ships from service, redeploying 
ships within the fleet and introducing new ships will encompass vessels from 
multiple classes.

The FMP identifies when a vessel is scheduled for retirement and identifies 
six classes of future vessels. The vessels currently deployed from Swartz Bay 
are outlined in the following table:

As BC Ferries transitions from a fleet of many classes of vessels to a more 
standardized and interoperable fleet, the berths at Swartz Bay will need to 
accommodate several classes of vessels, according to a long-term strategy 
for the terminals and vessels that serve the major routes. The Major 
Routes Initiative (MRI) will inform the long-term terminal development 
requirements, vessel deployments, new major classes design specifics and 
the level of service provided on each route.

• Major Vessels

 ‒ Spirit Class
 ‒ Coastal Class
 ‒ V-Class
 ‒ New Major Class (up to 2 classes)

• Intermediate

 ‒ Queen of Cumberland/Capilano
 ‒ Island Sky
 ‒ Skeena Queen
 ‒ Bowen Class (Bowen Queen/Mayne Queen)
 ‒ Salish Class
 ‒ New Shuttle Class

• New Island Class

Route Vessel Class
Capacity
(AEQ)

Passenger 
Capacity*

Retirement 
Year

Future 
Vessel Class

Route 1

Spirit of Vancouver Island Spirit 358 2,100 2044 Major

Spirit of British Columbia Spirit 358 2,100 2045 Major

Queen of New Westminster V-Class 254 1332 2023 Major

Coastal Celebration Coastal 310 1604 2053 Major

Route 4 Skeena Queen Century 92 450 2042 Salish/Shuttle

Route 5/5a
Queen of Cumberland Capilano 112 462 2038 Salish/Shuttle

Mayne Queen Bowen 58 400 2020 Salish/Shuttle

* Passengers and Crew capacity
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3.2 Existing Development
Figure 9 is a vertical air photo of the site; Figure 10 is a site plan of the site. 
The terminal site is divided into three major components: (1) the western area, 
which includes staff and both short and long-term parking, the foot passenger 
terminal and warehouse facilities, etc. (2) the major queueing compound for 
vehicles, in which lanes are located according to the ferry berths where they 
are to load, and (3) the southern commercial services depot.

Access to the terminal is from the Patricia Bay Highway. As the traffic 
approaches the Lands End overpass area, it separates into three main 
streams: (1) vehicles, including trucks, to load on the ferries continue straight 
to the ticket booths and enter the queueing compound which also contains 
the Lands End facilities, (2) staff, visitors, and service vehicles exit the 
Highway and cross over the Lands End overpass entering the west section of 
the terminal for parking and the passenger terminal, and (3) trucks that are 
dropping off trailers exit the highway and use Dolphin Road to access the 
southern truck compound. 

There are five berths—two that accommodate the larger ferries and three 
generally for the smaller ferries servicing the Southern Gulf Islands. 

Figure 11 shows the existing vehicular traffic flows to, from and across the 
terminal site. 

3.1 Route Profiles
The Swartz Bay Terminal currently serves three routes as follows:

• Route 1 is the major connection to Tsawwassen on the Lower Mainland;

• Route 4 serves Fulford Harbour on Salt Spring Island; and

• Route 5/5a serves Otter Bay on Pender Island, Village Bay on Mayne 
Island, Sturdies Bay on Galiano Island and Lyall Harbour on Saturna 
Island. (Note: Route 5a has the same routing as Route 5 except that a 
smaller vessel is used with a different schedule)

During peak demand periods on Route 1, supplemental service is added 
with the #2 vessels from Swartz Bay and Tsawwassen. The #2 vessels 
provide even hour service, usually with the Coastal Celebration ex Swartz 
Bay and the Queen of New Westminster ex Tsawwassen. Year round, three 
vessels operate on Route 1, the two main vessels at 8 sailings a day plus 
a supplementary vessel that sails as required. Route 1 has four vessels 
in operation between April and Thanksgiving as well as over Christmas 
Holidays and Spring Break. The number of sailings provided by the 
supplementary vessels will range from extra sailings only on Fridays and 
Sundays in the off peak to full service of 8 sailings a day in the peak season.

3.0 Terminal Profile

The existing landscape includes the teardrop shaped treed rock outcropping 
located in the long-term parking lot and the triangular natural treed area 
extending west towards the residential area from the terminal site. Neither 
are accessible to the public as outdoor amenity areas. The southwest corner 
of the property also has a natural treed lot south of the long-term parking 
with mature evergreen trees on the south edge along Lands End Road. The 
outside landscaped amenity space around the terminal is currently limited 
to the playground and treed lawn areas around the control tower and 
washroom buildings. Mature trees in this area appear to be in good health 
and should be incorporated into the future proposed design. The dog walk 
area along the northeastern shoreline of the site consists of lawn, a few 
mature trees and picnic tables with views of the waterfront. Additionally, 
throughout the site there are a few pockets of mature shade trees and strips 
of lawn in between buildings and parking lot areas such as the commercial 
services depot. 
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Figure 9: Existing Terminal Development 
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Figure 10: Existing Site Plan
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Figure 11: Existing Traffic Flow Analysis
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3.3 Ownership
All the terminal lands at Swartz Bay are leased from the British Columbia 
Transportation Financing Authority (BCTFA). BC Ferry Services Inc. (BCFS) and 
the BCTFA entered into a Master Agreement effective March 31, 2003 as a 
part of the restructuring of the former British Columbia Ferry Corporation 
(BCFC). This agreement acknowledges the transfer of ownership of 43 
terminals from BCFS to the BCTFA pursuant to the Coastal Ferry Act.

Under the terminal leases, control and beneficial ownership of the 43 
terminals has been transferred to BC Ferries and BC Ferries has responsibility 
for maintaining, developing and managing the terminal at its cost. BC Ferries 
will retain ownership of any leasehold improvements until termination.

The land at the Swartz Bay terminal has a total area of approximately 22.7 
ha. Of this area, approximately 3.2 ha is water lot and 2.6 ha adjacent to the 
long-term parking lot is vacant. Another 0.275 ha is Highway Lands. 

The site has some right-of-way encumbrances on it:

• Unregistered Statutory Right-of-Way between British Columbia Ferry 
Corporation and Microcell Connexions Inc. dated August 19, 1997.

• Berm Agreement effective May 31, 2006 between T.C. Davis, G.H. 
Peddle, K.R. Norbury, K.W. Norbury, R.J. Norbury, L.G. Grypma, G.C. 
Peddle and British Columbia Ferry Services Inc. 

• Assignment and Novation Agreement made the 4th day of August 
2006 between T.C. Davis, G.H. Peddle, K.R. Norbury, K.W. Norbury, R.J. 
Norbury, L.G. Grypma, G.C. Peddle, Steve Thornton and British Columbia 
Ferry Services Inc.

• Forcemain Agreement made June 23, 2009 between District of North 
Saanich and British Columbia Ferry Services Inc.

3.4 Covenant
During a previous rezoning process, a covenant was placed on the property 
between the owner (BCTFA) and the District of North Saanich. 

The covenant specifies three conditions: the preservation of the treed rock 
outcropping located in the long term parking lot, the construction of a fence 
and acoustic wall along the west property line, and the  limitation of light 
spillage onto the adjacent residential properties. 

Similar provisions also apply to a triangular area extending west towards the 
residential area from the terminal site. 

3.5 Key Issue
The key issue is that the terminal is a very complex operation, on a sloping 
and constrained site, with some facilities at end-of-life—combined with the 
requirement for increased and enhanced customer service capacity within 
many of the existing facilities.

• There are five berths serving multiple routes with a variety of ships on 
differing schedules. 

• There is a large and diverse population of users, much of it concentrated 
around peak arrival and departure times. This includes passengers, staff, 
and visitors. 

• Users come and go by a variety of means—vehicles and vehicle drop-
offs, bicycles, tourist buses, public transit, trucks and trailers.

• The flexibility to make comprehensive changes is constrained by its 
limited area, the inability to expand the site, and the need to always 
keep operations running effectively.

• Improvements must be made in terms of responsible financial 
management. 

Over the next 25 years, it is anticipated that the passenger volumes will 
increase at Swartz Bay. The following figure shows annual passenger trips 
and projections to 2032 for all routes at Swartz Bay. This represents a 7.6% 
increase in traffic from today in 2018 to the design year in 2032. While the 
growth demand for the various facilities within the Swartz Bay Terminal may 
vary from this mean, this figure is accepted as the general requirement for 
expansion.

The major question is how to expand terminal capacity—in a sustainable, 
cost effective, and phased manner over the next 25 years—to meet BC 
Ferries’ comprehensive goals and functional requirements.
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4.0 Functional Requirements

4.1 TNMP Design requirements
The TNMP sets out the functional requirements for each of the four types of terminal. Swartz Bay is in the Major 
Terminal Class. All future terminal developments at Swartz Bay will conform to the Design Requirements outlined in 
this section. Appendix II describes the degree of conformity of the TDP with these requirements. 

The TNMP outlines the following categories and functional requirements which each TDP must align with. The 
tables below show the specific requirements for Swartz Bay. The functional design requirements have generally been 
classified as either: Essential or Desirable. 

4.1.1 SAFETY & SECURITY

Safety & Security

Criteria TNMP Requirements Existing TDP Essential 
Functional 
Requirements

TDP Desirable 
Functional 
Requirements 

Integration of 
Safety and Security 
Features

Required Currently comply with 
Transport Canada 
regulations. 

As per existing Thermo cameras

4.1.2 BERTHS 

Berths

Criteria TNMP Requirements Existing TDP Essential 
Functional 
Requirements

TDP Desirable 
Functional 
Requirements 

Number of Berths 1 Major per Major vessel 
route; Berth 3 required 
for major routes; 1 MIM 
per MIM vessel route; 
1 Major if hub or storage 
planned

The five berths at the 
Swartz Bay terminal are 
capable of handling the 
current vessel traffic and 
routing requirements.

All requirements as per 
existing Berths. Berths 
1,2,4,5.

Berth 1 - Extension of 
vehicle access to outer 
dolphin.
Berth 3 – Use more.

Berth 1 All requirements as per 
existing Berth

Berth 2 All requirements as per 
existing Berth

Berth 3 All requirements as per 
existing Berth. 
Berth 3 fully operational 
with foot passenger 
gangway.

Berth 4 All requirements as per 
existing Berth

Berth 5 All requirements as per 
existing Berth

Berth Interface Minor/Intermediate 
(MIM)

Winches at Berth 3 for 
overnight mooring of the 
vessel
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4.1.3 TICKETING & PRE-TICKET AREA 

Ticketing & Pre-Ticket Area 

Criteria TNMP Requirements Existing TDP Essential 
Functional 
Requirements

TDP Desirable 
Functional 
Requirements 

Ticketing Function Yes + toll booth canopy 
and plaza

7 vehicle Ticket booths
4 foot passenger ticket 
kiosks

8 ticket booths, 9 if 
compound expanded may 
need to increase for fare 
flexibility
4 foot passenger ticket 
kiosks 
Automated ticketing
Improved access to kiosks 
and ticket counters
Fare flexibility?

Covered space for up to 
150 foot passengers to 
line up. Current covered 
area is only sufficient for 
approximately 75. Larger 
foot passenger staging 
area 
Weigh scales at all booths 
for aiding in staging 
process 

Self-Ticket Kiosks Yes 6 self-serve ticket 
machines kiosks?

6-8 self-serve ticket 
machines kiosks?

Automated ticketing kiosk 
for cyclists

Turnstiles at 
Embarkation and 
Fee Paid Entry Zone

Yes

4.1.4 VEHICLE HOLDING AREAS

Vehicle Holding Areas

Criteria TNMP Requirements Existing TDP Essential 
Functional 
Requirements

TDP Desirable 
Functional 
Requirements 

Pre-ticket Area Yes Pre-ticket area for 74 AEQ, 
5-6 AEQs per ticket booth
Cyclist access.
Emergency Services 
access.

Maintain capacity and 
existing lane configuration 
Bike access
Maintain access to and 
from the terminal vehicle 
exit lanes allowing for 
through traffic to access to 
the ticket booths and for 
non-ticketed traffic to exit 
before the toll booths.
Design this area to 
minimize idling, demand 
management issues for 
fare flexibility

Embedded lane markings 
in the asphalt

AEQ Capacity 2 x sum of AEQ of largest 
vessel for each route 

Total Pre-Ticket and 
Compound effective AEQ 
1054
53 holding lanes covering 
some 6597 lineal metres

Rte 1: SOVI 358 x2 = 716AEQ
Rte 4: Skeena Queen 92x2 
=184
Rte 5: Mayne Queen 70x2
Rte 5A: Queen of Cumber 
land 112x2 = 224
TOTAL = 1264
Possible increase for 
sorting

Extra space in terminal for 
sorting loads.
Future possibilities for MIM 
requirements.
Pre-booked lanes, 
operational update?
Special requirement lanes.

Lane Widths 1 commercial; 
2 regular
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4.1.5 VEHICLE LOADING & UNLOADING

Vehicle Loading & Unloading

Criteria TNMP Requirements Existing TDP Essential 
Functional 
Requirements

TDP Desirable 
Functional 
Requirements 

Control Tower Yes Yes Control tower. Currently in 
an optimal location

—

Loading & 
Unloading

Double deck for berths 
intended for double 
deck ship operations. 
MCD – Regular vehicles 
– double lane discharge; 
Commercial vehicles – 
double lane discharge. 
Upper Car Deck (UCD) – 
double lane discharge

The main southbound 
exit from the ferries has 
two lanes leading from 
the lower ramps of Berths 
1 to 5 and two lanes 
leading from the upper 
car decks of Berths 1 to 
3. The four exiting lanes 
merge to three lanes then 
merge to two lanes. 
East Exit for SGI Traffic:
Single lane alternative 
exit for SGI traffic when 
conflict exists with 
Route 1 vessel loading or 
unloading
West Exit
For foot passenger pick-
up/drop-off:
Two lanes at terminal 
merging to single lane at 
Lands End Road

Main Vehicle Exit Lanes:
Two lanes leading from 
lower ramps of Berths 1 – 5 
as per existing
Two lanes leading from 
upper car decks of Berths 
1 – 3 as per existing
Merge pattern from 4 lanes 
to 3 lanes to 2 lanes exiting 
terminal as per existing

West Exit Rd Extension 
Determine whether an 
extension to the West Exit 
Rd. is required to further 
improve traffic flow to and 
from the foot passenger 
building by extending the 
first phase of the West 
Exit Road under Lands End 
Road and merging it into 
the southbound ramp on 
to Highway 17
Infrastructure to allow 
unloading of one 
Route 1 vessel while 
simultaneously loading 
another Route 1 vessel.
Electronic signage 
over berths indicating 
destination.
Additional space for vehicle 
staging in the terminal
Two exit lanes out of 
terminal on to highway

4.1.6 CUSTOMER AMENITIES 

Customer Amenities 

Criteria TNMP Requirements Existing TDP Essential 
Functional 
Requirements

TDP Desirable 
Functional 
Requirements 

Foot & Vehicle

Waiting Room 
/ Lounges and 
Washrooms

Waiting lounges and 
washrooms

Berth 1: 600 persons 
capacity - 450 departures 
in the waiting lounge 
– 150 arrivals, confirm 
numbers as per study and 
code)
Berth 2: 65 persons 
capacity
Berth 3, 4, 5: 48 persons 
capacity
Foot Passenger Building 
Washrooms
Male 6 WC, 6 urinals
Female 9 WC
Disabled 1
Vehicle Passenger 
Building Washrooms
Male X WC, X urinals
Female X WC
Disabled X

Yes:
Berth 1 waiting area 
sized for up to 1200 foot 
passengers (to code). 
Foot Passenger Building 
Washrooms
Estimated future 
requirement for additional 
washrooms: Male: 6 – WC; 
6 – Urinals; and Female: 
15 – WC
Vehicle Passenger Building 
Washrooms
Male X WC, X urinals
Female X WC
Disabled X Check Code

Washroom for passenger 
waiting area at Berth 1, 
ground floor.
Separate washroom 
building away from 
cafeteria in Lands End. 
Keep away from food 
areas.

Satellite Washroom 
Building

Yes Two satellite washroom 
buildings, 

Yes Washroom close to 
Victoria-Vancouver coach 
buses load/unload.

Covered Outdoor 
Waiting Space, 
Seating & Picnic 
Tables

Yes Yes
1 shared by foot / car 
berths etc. 

Yes Design for all seasons. 
Requires protection 
from elements. Close to 
washrooms.

Customer Service 
Counter

Yes Yes, only in Lands End 
vehicle passenger 
building

Yes for both vehicle loading 
area and foot passenger 
areas
One centrally located 
Customer Service Counter 
for foot and vehicle 
passengers.
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Customer Amenities 

Criteria TNMP Requirements Existing TDP Essential 
Functional 
Requirements

TDP Desirable 
Functional 
Requirements 

Retail Facility Multi-tenant market Retail Facility/Coffee 
shop — there is space for 
customer amenities in 
foot passenger area but 
not used
Cafeteria in the vehicle 
passenger building and 
summer market vendors 
outside

Yes 
Foot passengers:
Small retail/food service 
area 
Vehicle passengers:
Retail facility and summer 
flex space for outdoor 
market vendors/food 
trucks or combined into a 
central strategic area.

Mixed retail marketplace

Public Notice Board Yes No public notice boards 
exist
Missing Person board.

Yes 

ATM Yes 2 ATM located in Lands 
End vehicle passenger 
building.
1 at vehicle booths
1 ATM located in foot 
passenger building

Yes

Vending Yes Yes vending machines 
in foot passenger and 
vehicle passenger 
buildings.

Yes 
All need to be updated

Distress Phones Yes One station near 
employee parking lot.

Yes, distributed throughout 
terminal

Water Fountains / 
Bottle Filling Station

Yes Water Fountains / Bottle 
Filling Station is located 
in Berth 2 waiting area 
and Waiting Lounge 1 exit 
path. There is an issue 
with location in high 
traffic flow area

Required in numerous 
locations

Lands End/Cafeteria area.

Vehicle Only

Playground, Pet 
Areas

Yes Yes. Playground upgraded 
in 2015.
Pet area located adjacent 
to Berth 5.

Yes A second pet area upland 
would be beneficial

Customer Amenities 

Criteria TNMP Requirements Existing TDP Essential 
Functional 
Requirements

TDP Desirable 
Functional 
Requirements 

Foot Passengers Only

Baggage Service 
(drop-off, handling 
and transport to 
vessel)

Yes + baggage tagging 
kiosk

There is a baggage drop 
chute inside the Foot 
Passenger Facility after 
the ticket booths. The 
baggage is manually 
loaded onto carts and the 
loaded carts are towed 
onto the appropriate 
vessels.
The baggage pick-up is 
located outside the foot 
passenger building in an 
unsecure area

Yes
Re-routing baggage truck 
to a route that doesn’t 
use lanes of oncoming 
traffic and/or new 
baggage handling process 
incorporating conveyors 
to more effectively move 
baggage and eliminate 
complicated tugger route 
Use conveyor so Tugger 
doesn’t have to move.
Airport style acceptance 
of bags.
Foot passenger baggage 
pick-up should be in a 
heated, inside area similar 
to Tsawwassen. 
Foot Passenger 
Baggage Drop-off
• Required immediately 

after foot passenger 
ticketing as per existing

• Conveyor for unloading 
luggage

• Luggage carousel for 
collection.

• Luggage pick-up area in 
fare-paid zone

Escalator, Elevator Yes Up and down in the foot 
passenger building

To be reviewed during 
design

Enclosed Walkway 
to Berths After 
Ticketing

Yes Berth 1 & 2 only Berths 1 & 2 as per existing
Foot pax walkway on Berth 
2 ramp to get away from 
abutment. 

Berth 3 in the future 
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Customer Amenities 

Criteria TNMP Requirements Existing TDP Essential 
Functional 
Requirements

TDP Desirable 
Functional 
Requirements 

Pick-up / Drop-off 
zone

Yes - ideally on the same 
level.

30 pick-up /drop-off 
spaces. 
Pick-up / Drop-off 
areas congested during 
busy periods, flow 
improvements needed to 
ease congestion.

Yes:
Drop-off
Sufficient area to allow 
3-minute drop-off and 
avoid backlog. 
Provide for processing of 
250 vehicles in 20 mins. 
Pick-up
• Sufficient spaces to 

allow pick-up without 
backlog”. 

• Provide for processing 
of 250 vehicles in 20 
mins. 

Limit foot passenger 
interaction with vehicles

Need areas of refuge in 
parking lot for people to 
stand
Pre-staging / waiting zone 
for drivers to be contacted 
by cell phone for pick-up by 
foot passengers.

Parking Yes paid – short and 
long-term, disabled

640 long-term spaces
169 short-term spaces
Additional parking may 
be required in the long 
term. Other parking 
measures such as 
increased parking rates 
and other Transportation 
Demand Measures should 
be explored first.

Improved traffic circulation
Limit foot passenger 
interaction with vehicles
Retain existing number of 
long-term parking spaces 
(640)

Look into alternatives 
to hard surfaces (i.e.: 
permeable pavement, 
soft curbs, greenery, rain 
gardens, bioswales etc) to 
reduce rainwater runoff, 
heat islands effect, and 
to make parking lots 
more environmentally 
acceptable and visually 
pleasing.

Bus Bays 
(community, school, 
charter and shuttle), 
Taxis and car co-op 
(leased space)

Yes Taxi spaces
3 BC Transit spaces

6 tour bus spaces
Bus bays/charters, taxis 
– congested during peak 
times with flow issues, 
cross traffic between 
vehicles and foot 
passengers/individuals 
waiting to pick-up arrivals 

Yes. 4 BC Transit spaces 
and covered room for up to 
100 transit passengers to 
line up
Room for up to 10 tour 
buses to pick-up / drop-off 
foot passengers (currently 
at main deck level)
Dedicated parking space 
for car share, EV stations, 
and bike share programs

4.1.7 COMMUNICATIONS AND IT INFRASTRUCTURE

Communications and IT Infrastructure

Criteria TNMP Requirements Existing TDP Essential 
Functional 
Requirements

TDP Desirable 
Functional 
Requirements 

Wayfinding (static), 
reader boards)

Yes Located within all berth 
waiting rooms

Wayfinding (static); 
reader boards
Destination wayfinding 
for foot and vehicle 
passengers

Large screens 
throughout terminal to 
provide information to 
passengers.

Public Address 
System

Yes Yes upgraded in 2015  As per existing

Electronic Tollbooth 
Signage

Yes Ferry information above 
ticket booths and on Hwy 
17 approach

Signage/information 
boards – digital 
information boards 
need upgrading/
expansion with 
improved and accurate 
messaging for arrival/
departure times, delays, 
etc. 
More large digital 
boards

Vehicle 
Classification 
System

Yes No system in place Vehicle Classification 
System required to 
measure vehicles at 
ticket booths

Weight scale for 
commercial vehicles.

Standard BCF 
IT Systems & 
Capacities and 
Server Room

Yes TBC Standard BCF IT 
systems & capacities 
and server room

Customer Wi-Fi Yes Yes customer Wi-Fi at 
terminal

Customer Wi-Fi Improve access points 
to vessel – Don’t data 
dump.
More bandwidth and/
or consistency of 
connection throughout 
terminal.
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4.1.8 ADMINISTRATION & EMPLOYEE FACILITIES

Administration & Employee Facilities

Criteria TNMP Requirements Existing TDP Essential 
Functional 
Requirements

TDP Desirable 
Functional 
Requirements 

Ticket Office Yes - part of toll plaza Yes - part of toll plaza Ticket Office to be provided 
as per existing
All non-operations 
personnel out of fare paid 
zone.

Admin Offices, 
Meeting Rooms and 
Crew Mess

Yes – Terminal Admin 
and regional Support

Spread out around 
terminal (see building 
locations and floor plan 
drawings).

Admin Offices, Meeting 
Rooms and Crew Mess 
to be provided with 
warehouse

Crew, Employee and 
Visitor Parking

Yes – peak deployment 
x 2 watches (1 primary 
parking lot)

An employee parking area 
implemented in 2005 is 
located on lands to the 
west of the terminal 
accommodating 243 car 
parking spaces.

Crew/Employee and Visitor 
Parking to be provided

4.1.9 OTHER TERMINAL SERVICES

Other Terminal Services

Criteria TNMP Requirements Existing TDP Essential 
Functional 
Requirements

TDP Desirable 
Functional 
Requirements 

Fleet Support Unit Yes Located under foot 
passenger building

Fleet Support Unit

Warehouse / Cross 
Docking

Yes The warehouse building 
is located on the lower 
level adjacent to the foot 
passenger facility. The 
wood-framed warehouse, 
originally constructed in 
1962, has been modified 
and expanded over the 
years in an ad hoc manner 
to meet the increasing 
inventory demands. The 
existing facility has areas 
designated for freezers, 
coolers, dry goods, staff 
amenities and outside 
cartage equipment 
storage. The existing 
warehouse area totals 
1,200 m2 approximately. 

Warehouse/Cross-Docking
Unimpeded access to the 
vessels

Storage for Terminal 
Ops, Terminal 
Maintenance and 
Fleet Ops

Yes Storage for Terminal 
Operations, Terminal 
Maintenance and Fleet 
Operations in various 
locations across the 
terminal.

Storage for Terminal 
Operations, Terminal 
Maintenance and Fleet 
Operations.

Drop Trailer – 
Holding Area, Vessel 
Staging Area and 
Office

Yes In its current capacity, 
there is room to park 
approximately 30 - 53’ 
trailers and 12 tractors 
within the fence of the 
drop trailer yard

Drop Trailer - holding area, 
vessel staging area and 
office 
Drop Trailer Service - larger 
compound to move trailers 
with capacity of up to 60 
units, larger staging area 
to two double units and 
implement direct route 
between drop trailer area 
and vessel to prevent cross 
traffic safety issue with SGI 
lanes 

Ability to drop-off trailers 
after hours.

Simulator and 
Training Room

Yes (see building locations 
and floor plan drawings).

Simulator and Training 
Room
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Other Terminal Services

Criteria TNMP Requirements Existing TDP Essential 
Functional 
Requirements

TDP Desirable 
Functional 
Requirements 

Bicycle Access / 
Egress / Storage

Yes There are 5 bike racks:
• Outside the foot booth 

(near arrival’s baggage 
racks)

• Outside the bottom 
of our main elevator 
(footland to baggage 
area)

Between docks 3 and 4
On the North and 
South ends of the 
Administration/Lands End 
Café building
Employees:
A bicycle storage area 
was put in the basement 
of the Lands End building 
two years ago. There is an 
area to hang bikes from 
the wall.

Secure bicycle storage in 
terminal for customers
Secure bike storage, lockers 
and showers for employees 
on terminal and/or vessels

Bicycle repair station 
Bike-share storage area 
outside fare paid zone. 

4.1.10 UTILITIES & MISCELLANEOUS

Utilities & Miscellaneous

Criteria TNMP Requirements Existing TDP Essential 
Functional 
Requirements

TDP Desirable 
Functional 
Requirements 

Compactors Yes – industrial scale – 
vehicles to pick-up

Garbage compactor/
recycling storage are 
located adjacent to the 
warehouse and are close 
to the berths to service the 
vessels

Compactors How many?

Environmental & 
Containment for 
Hazardous Goods

Yes and transportable 
booms

Garbage compactor/
recycling storage are 
located adjacent to the 
warehouse and are close 
to the berths to service the 
vessels

Environmental and 
Containment for Hazardous 
Goods
How many?

-

Generators Multiple to operate ramps The stand-by generator 
was installed in 1992 
and is in good condition. 
It has a capacity of 
1,000 kW, which is 
adequate to handle 
the terminal’s current 
power requirements. The 
generator does not provide 
power to the vessels as 
the vessels have their own 
power generators that 
can be used during power 
outages

The generator and the main 
electrical switch gear are 
currently located in the 
same building. They need 
to be separated. The main 
electrical cable (ring) is close 
to end of life and must be 
replaced soon.

Potable Water Supply Yes Supplied to all berths and 
most buildings

Potable Water Supply as per 
existing 

Septic Field or 
Sewage Treatment 
System, or Conveyed 
to Sewer System 
where Possible

Yes Terminal and vessel 
sewage into the North 
Saanich Sewer System 
pumping station located 
near McDonald Park Road. 
Lift station between 
berths 1 and 2 with holding 
tank.

As per existing

Pump Ashore Yes – where infrastructure 
exists

Berths 1-5 Pump Ashore

Shore to Ship Power Yes – at home ports only 600V/600A Berth 1-3
600V/300A Berth 4 &5

Shore to Ship Power as per 
existing

Ship to Shore Power Yes Not required as there is a 
site generator

As per existing
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External 
Engagement

Presentation to 
North Saanich 
Council
Advertorial
Stakeholder 
Workshop
Pop Up Events x5
Meetings with Key 
Stakeholders

Review of 
relevant 
background 
information 
and studies

Internal Engagement

Staff Working Group #1 

Internal 
Engagement

Staff Working 
Group #2 #3
Employee 
Engagement 
Session

Draft TDP 
posted to BC 
Ferries website 
for pubic review

Internal Engagement

Staff Working Group #4 #5 #6 #7
Employee Engagement Session x2
Presentation to BCF Executive

Final proposed TDP 
posted to BC Ferries 
website for pubic 
review

External Engagement
Stakeholder and Community Drop-in Session
Pop Up Events at Terminal x5
Online Engagement
Meeting with Terminal Liaison Committee

Analysis of feedback 
and development of 
preferred options

PHASE 1
Pre-Planning

FEB–APR 
2018

PHASE 2
Baseline Report &  
Gap Analysis

APR–MAY 
2018

PHASE 3
Key Issues & 
Guiding Principles

MAY–OCT 
2018

PHASE 4
Draft Options  
Development

OCT–JUL 
2018

PHASE 5
Draft TDP

SEP 
2018

PHASE 6
Final TDP 
Approved by 
BC Ferries

DEC 
2018

Figure 12: Summary of TDP Process and Engagement
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5.1 Introduction
This section addresses the various issues that need to be resolved to meet 
the capacity objectives and to develop a plan to meet the functional 
requirements outlined in Section 4. As noted previously, in most areas, BC 
Ferries is ‘bumping against the ceiling.’ 

Some of the issues are more critical and expensive than others (important 
drivers are capacity, warehouse location, revamped foot passenger facilities); 
some (such as site amenities) can be addressed once the major drivers are 
solved; and some will be finally determined at a future detailed design stage. 
There also phasing and staging implications. 

5.2 Engagement
Throughout the process, the consultants engaged with a BC Ferries Staff 
Working Group to present and discuss various options, including the 
preliminary multiple accounts screening, and to work towards more refined 
options. 

BC Ferries also conducted a community engagement process which included 
internal and external stakeholder workshops, employee engagement, 
pop-up booths at the terminal, and an online survey. 

Key findings from the consultation process included the following:

• Better food services: increased food vendor options with a general 
preference for healthy and local foods at Lands End; and a single 
café-style vendor in the foot passenger building

• Improved outdoor spaces: more children's play areas, shade trees, green 
space and seating at Lands End; better weather protection and more 
seating at the foot passenger building

• Improved waiting areas: utilization of views and natural light via 
upper storey decks, patios and windows at Lands End; larger seating 
areas with more amenities such as children's play area and technology 
facilities at the foot passenger building

5.0 Planning Issues

• Interpretative and cultural features: integration of art and interpretative 
features that highlight local indigenous culture, settler history and the 
natural environment

• Wayfinding, mobility, accessibility: better directional signage for all 
users, better cycling facilities for customers and employees, improved 
accessibility for those with mobility challenges, safer crossing between 
the terminal areas

• Waste management: better waste management solutions, including 
availability of recycling and composting stations

• Market: maintain or expand the market place with vendors selling local 
food, crafts, and art. 

• Pet areas: additional pet area and better consideration for pets 
travelling with foot passengers

• Other ideas: green infrastructure, buskers and outdoor entertainment, 
pub and lounge, basketball court and climbing wall

SUMMARY

During the consultation process, several suggestions were made to improve 
the travelling experience for ferry users. 

5.3 Site Access
The site has three primary access points: (1) the Patricia Bay Hwy 17 which 
carries approaching traffic to the toll booths for subsequent queueing and 
departure; (2) the approach from Lands End Road which provides access 
for vehicles to and from the west compound (for passenger pick-up and 
drop-offs, transit and tour buses, taxis, site visitors, and truck traffic to the 
warehouse facilities); and (3) Dolphin Road which provides access primarily 
for the truck/trailer pickup and drop-off. There is no pedestrian access from 
off-site.

The main southbound exit from the ferries has two lanes leading from the 
lower ramps of Berths 1 to 5 and two lanes leading from the upper car decks 
of Berths 1 to 3. The four exiting lanes merge to three lanes then merge to two 
lanes. The East Road is also used for exiting the South Gulf Island’s traffic.

The terminal has a marked bicycle route through the holding compound. The 
bicycle path along the east side of Highway 17 (Lochside Trail) is linked to the 
terminal via Swartz Bay Road, Lands End Road and Dolphin Road. Bicycles 
also use the shoulder to Highway 17 before doubling back over the Lands End 
bridge and onto the Lochside Trail. 

One of the guiding principles in the traffic design and management of the 
site is to avoid conflict by the separation, whenever possible, of the service 
and passenger vehicles. Consequently, a ‘no action’ option is not acceptable 
given the significant capacity and safety issues. A limited number of options 
are possible, most with significant implications for cost or safety. The major 
transportation issues are connecting to Highway 17 and/or Lands End Road. 
One option previously discussed is a new west exit road. Located along the 
west boundary of the site, it would minimize vehicular conflicts between 
traffic to and from the ferry berths with other site traffic such as drop-offs 
and warehouse deliveries. 

In addition, improved Dolphin Road access was considered, focusing on 
upgrading the existing sharp corner used by trucks going to the trailer-drop, 
Seaspan, and vehicles to the adjacent development. Responsibility for the 
cost is uncertain and it will require land acquisition of forested property, but 
provides a safer configuration for the east sector of the terminal, Seaspan, 
and other nearby residential and commercial users. This is a desirable 
project, but not seen as critical. 

SUMMARY

Better, and safer, site access is required for more efficient flows for all 
modes—vehicles, trucks and trailers, bicycles, buses, etc.—and that 
integrates with the external road network.
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5.4 Warehouse and Office
The warehouse is a key component in supporting catering and retail 
operations on BC Ferries’ vessels for Tsawwassen–Swartz Bay and the 
Southern Gulf Islands. The warehouse acts as a distribution centre of goods 
and currently supplies catering food and supplies for routes through Swartz 
Bay terminal and the routes out of Salt Spring Island as well as retail for the 
entire fleet.

The warehouse building is located on the lower level adjacent to the foot 
passenger facility. The wood-framed warehouse, originally constructed in 
1962, has been modified and expanded over the years in an ad hoc manner 
to meet increasing inventory demands. The existing facility has areas 
designated for freezers, coolers, dry goods, staff amenities and outside 
cartage equipment storage. The existing warehouse is about 1,200 m2. 
Recyclables, compost and garbage from the vessels are sorted and held for 
pick-up just outside of the warehouse area, adjacent to the vehicle holding 
area. The sorting area is not sheltered from view—an unappealing first 
impression for arriving passengers.

The building’s layout does not efficiently utilize the existing storage and 
processing space. The warehouse has numerous deficiencies with respect 
to limited space, narrow manoeuvring aisles, insufficient height to facilitate 
forklift truck use and commercial high storage racks, insufficient storage 
space in freezers and coolers in summer. In addition, some equipment such 
as the cooling units are old. A condition survey in 2002 determined that, due 
to deterioration from age and wear, the warehouse had 10 years of service 
life remaining, but subsequent terminal maintenance upgrades have been 
undertaken to extend service life. 

The existing warehouse at Swartz Bay is clearly at the end of its life—
outmoded, undersized and awkwardly located. An earlier study by BC Ferries 
assessed the relative benefits of locating a new facility off site or relocating 
somewhere on the existing compound. The on-site option was selected. 
Various sites were considered for the warehouse / administration building 
and considered from the perspective of external access, conflict with other 
traffic flows, topography, and the distance from the berths and other facilities. 
A study, included as see Appendix B of Appendix I, was completed as part 
of the TDP process—it makes recommendations for sizing and design of the 
warehouse function. 

Currently the administration services are in various locations throughout 
the site, many of these in outmoded facilities. A new ‘Functional Program’ 
was developed, identifying the spatial requirements of each departmental 
component, their expected growth, and their critical functional relationships. 
New offices, meeting rooms and services are to be consolidated for capital 
and operational efficiency, recognizing however that there are optimal, and 
necessary, locations for certain components. It was determined that retaining 
a private office for department managers, while introducing open office 
planning for most of the staff, would have considerable cost savings.

SUMMARY

The existing warehouse is inefficient and undersized, not allowing BC Ferries 
to effectively meet user requirements. A new facility with good access from 
off-site and to the berths is important. Consolidation of most office space 
would provide more efficiency, and cost savings in an environment that 
meets employee requirements and improved conditions.
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5.5 Parking Lot Capacity
As noted earlier, the site is constrained and there are limits on the amount of 
available parking, particularly with the development of a new warehouse and 
office complex. The intent is to maximize parking within the existing limits 
of the site. The preferred arrangement is for shorter term parking located 
closer to the passenger terminal, with longer term parking further from the 
site. Visitor parking will best be in proximity of the warehouse and office 
complex. To keep the amount of parking at the maximum during all phases, 
a new parking area would have to be established in the ‘berm’ area before 
construction of the warehouse commences. 

Other possibilities for increasing parking included consideration of the 
removal of the treed island and the provision of parking structures. A new 
parking structure could be either a single or multiple deck and could meet 
the parking costs projections, albeit with significant capital cost. 

In addition, bicycle parking needs to be addressed at the terminal. Currently 
there are five bike racks at Swartz Bay. Bicycle parking should be relatively 
easy to accommodate in appropriate locations.

SUMMARY

With the relocation of the warehouse, consolidation of offices, a new west 
exit road, and changes to the passenger terminal forecourt, significant 
changes are required to the parking areas. New areas should ensure safe and 
efficient functioning. There is the potential for a future parking structure and 
to explore other Transportation Demand Measures. 

5.6 Passenger Terminal Forecourt
The existing forecourt to the foot passenger terminal is congested and 
confusing, with multiple conflicting traffic patterns and, on the long 
weekends, long queues of pedestrians unprotected from the elements. 
The traffic volumes to the foot passenger facility exhibit a high peak flow 
pattern. The traffic for pick-up tends to peak over a 20-minute period prior 
to the scheduled ferry arrival, and the drop-off traffic tends to peak over a 
20-minute period prior to the scheduled ferry departure. 

All the traffic, including BC Transit buses, short-term parking and taxis, that 
are bound for pickup and drop-off are mixed and funnelled into a single area 
adjacent to the terminal building. The resulting issues are as follows:

• Conflict between vehicle and pedestrian traffic flows, particularly in the 
pick-up/drop-off area 

• Poor traffic circulation with mixing of pick-up traffic, drop-off traffic, bus 
access and egress movements and short-term parking traffic

• Delays to BC Transit buses accessing the foot passenger facility

• Bottlenecks for exiting traffic at the top of the ramp on the upper level 
and the signalized intersection at Lands End Road

• Crowding of the pedestrian area in front of the foot passenger building, 
particularly the bus loading area and entrance area

• Too many lane choices and decisions to make when entering the upper 
level

• The long-term parking often nears capacity on regular weekends but on 
some long weekends the parking lot is full and drivers elect to park on 
local roads which can be a hazard and an aggravation to residents

• Congestion also causes delays in getting the tugger towing the baggage 
carts from the lower level to the upper level 

These deficiencies result in traffic back-ups on most summer Sunday 
afternoons that extend from the foot passenger building along the access 
road, across the Lands End overpass and down the highway off-ramp—a 
distance of 1.2 km. As noted earlier, this contributes to the overflow 
problems.

The Swartz Bay terminal is served by BC Transit which operates four routes 
(70, 72, 76 and 81) to and from the major transit stop adjacent to the foot 
passenger building. Figures from BC Transit indicate that in 2015 there were 
900 people that used the bus on weekdays and on weekends. 

In 2015, there were approximately 65 transit bus trips to the terminal per 
weekday and about 50 per weekend day. During  the fall of 2016, BC Transit 
reported the following passenger counts at Swartz Bay terminal:

• Average per weekday: On 424/Off 437 = Total 861

• Average per Saturday: On 626/Off 502 = Total 1,128

• Average per Sunday: On 686/Off 618 = Total 1,304

The functional program for a revised forecourt is challenging, accommodating 
within a comparable footprint the following functions and facilities: 

• A new ramp for short-term parking that takes the vehicle access and 
egress out of the forecourt area

• Separated lanes for buses, taxis, drop-off / pickup and short-term parking

• Transit buses: 4 spaces (currently 2)

• Tourist buses, currently 4 with a target of separate parking areas for 10, 
4 active tour buses and 6 inactive (currently 4)

• Taxis, 7 spaces (currently 5)

• Drop-off, pickup spaces, 33 spaces (currently 31)

• Short-term parking, 112 spaces (currently 105)

• A dedicated tunnel beneath the forecourt for service vehicles between 
the warehouse and the berths

• Weather protected pedestrian queueing space, preferably through a 
covered sidewalk, with a capacity for 360 passengers

• An interior outbound and inbound baggage system, which precludes the 
need for tuggers in the forecourt

The status quo is not an option due to an inability to safely and effectively 
meet demand with a high level of customer experience. Various 
arrangements have been explored to provide a smoother flowing operation, 
safety, and clearer wayfinding for all modes. A final design will have to 
accommodate overall site circulation including access to the berths directly 
from the new warehouse. The desirable characteristics should locate transit 
closest to the terminal, then taxis, regular vehicles, then short-term parking. 
A new forecourt can include bicycle facilities, and electric charging.

SUMMARY

The existing terminal forecourt has significant issues with design and 
capacity and, therefore, in substantial need of redesign to improve capacity 
in a safe and convenient manner for all users—transit and tour buses, taxis, 
drop-off/pick-up, and rental bicycles. 
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5.7 Foot Passenger Terminal
The foot passenger facility was completed in 1992, and limited renovations 
have been made since other than to upgrade internal furnishings and 
appearance. 

The ticketing area can operate up to four ticket booths as well as six (kiosks) 
self-serve ticket machines. During peak periods, the queue at the ticket 
booths extends outside of the building, and therefore a larger covered ticket 
area is required. However, the existing ticket booths have adequate capacity 
to process passengers without delaying scheduled sailings. Escalators and an 
elevator provide direct access from the departures and arrivals areas to the 
passenger waiting rooms.

There are three separate waiting rooms connected to the foot passenger 
facility. The Berth 1 waiting room has a capacity of 600 persons. An overhead 
walkway connects to the remote Berth 2 waiting room with a capacity for 
up to 65 persons (seating for approximately 40 persons). Beneath the Berth 
2 waiting room is the combined waiting room for Berths 3, 4 and 5 with 
a seating capacity of approximately 48 persons. Table 1 summarizes the 
existing foot passenger facility spaces.

Table 1: Foot Passenger Facility Spaces

Ticket 
Booths

Berth 1 Waiting 
Room

Berth 2 
Waiting Room

Berth 3, 4 & 5 
Waiting Room

Washroom Facilities 
Male Female Disabled

4 600 persons
capacity

65 persons 
capacity 48 persons 6 WC &

6 U
9 WC
incl. unisex

1

NOTE: WC – water closet, U – urinals

The Berth 1 waiting room is overcrowded during peak periods with foot 
passengers. Passenger safety is becoming a concern as passenger counts 
approach their maximum assembly capacity under the BC Building Code. The 
capacity of the Berths 2 to 5 waiting rooms is adequate to accommodate the 
current passenger volumes.

Baggage handling service is provided for foot passengers. There is a baggage 
drop chute inside the foot passenger facility after the ticket booths. The 
baggage is manually loaded onto carts and the loaded carts are towed onto 
the appropriate vessels. A tugger transports arriving baggage from the vessel 
to the open-air baggage shelter in front of the foot passenger facility. During 
congested periods on Fridays and Sunday afternoons, the tugger is delayed 
by traffic congestion in the foot passenger pick-up/drop-off area. Passengers 
must wait in all types of weather to pick up baggage. Re-routing the current 

baggage truck to a route that does not use lanes of oncoming traffic does 
not seem practical so a new airport-style handling process, incorporating 
conveyors to more effectively move baggage and eliminate complicated 
tugger route, is desirable. 

While the benchmark projection for passenger growth at Swartz Bay is 
for 7.6 % through 2032, there is an expectation that the foot passenger 
development, given the rapid modal changes, may well exceed that figure. 
The critical issues at the existing facility include: 

• Antiquated and inefficient baggage handling systems

• Limited seating capacity – the Baseline Report suggests a capacity of 
1200

• Lack of passenger amenities

• Pedestrian/vehicle conflicts at Berths 4 and 5

SUMMARY

The existing terminal is desperately in need of expansion and improvement 
for efficient operation, safety, and heightened visitor experience for all 
stages of the arrival, departure, ticketing, waiting, and baggage processes. 
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5.8 Vehicle Passenger Facilities and 
Administration

The Administration Building is one of the terminal buildings constructed 
in 1959. It contains both terminal and regional administrative staff and 
passenger facilities such as cafeteria and washrooms. Although the 
building has been expanded several times, there is still a lack of space for 
administrative functions and customer amenities:

• The food services and retail service areas are limited due to space 
restrictions

• Washrooms are unable to handle customer demands during peak periods

• Administration service areas are restricted and poorly organized with 
limited room to expand

• Heat/Cooling unit on top of building must be changed out prior to 2020 
due to R22 Coolant

The Level II Condition Survey undertaken by Westmar in 2002 stated that the 
building has a remaining service life of 15 to 20 years but with limitations due 
to functionality and expansion constraints.

A follow-up structural review of the building envelope was undertaken 
by Levelton Engineering Ltd. in November 2003. This report emphasized 
there was continuing degradation of the post and beam structure and 
the envelope components were not performing well and should not be 
incorporated into any retrofit design. This suggests that to achieve the 
remaining 15-year service life would require significant maintenance 
expenditures if it is deemed that the building would fit in with the new 
direction on customer focus. Terminal Maintenance did significant work on 
the post and beams in 2014. 

With the relocation of the administration facilities from the Lands End 
concession building, the demand for additional space in the vehicle holding 
compound and the indication that the extent of the existing retail and food 
facilities is sufficient—the proposals for the redeveloped concession island 
are based on a narrower width somewhat like at Tsawwassen. This could 
provide an additional three lanes of vehicle queueing, which, at 60 AEQ 
(vehicles), meets the growth projections through 2032.

Any option for amenities should include an information counter, a washroom 
/ service block, an open market space for vendors, the indoor concession 
space, ATM, notice board, distress phones, vending machines, play space, in 
a high-quality environment as identified through the consultation process. A 
central location, perhaps supplemented by facilities closer to the waterfront, 
is desirable. 

SUMMARY

The existing Lands End facility needs to be replaced in a manner that 
provides the appropriate level of amenity for the vehicle passengers, while 
creating additional vehicle queueing areas.

5.9 Vehicle Queueing Capacity
In 2007, the capacity of the vehicle holding compound at Swartz Bay terminal 
was increased by moving the ticket booths further south. It now consists 
of 53 holding lanes with some 6,600 lm with a capacity of approximately 
1054 AEQ. It is delineated into separate areas by route and vehicle height as 
summarized below. 

Table 2: Existing Capacity of Vehicle Holding Compound

Area Lane Metres Destination Lane Usage Theoretical AEQ (6.1 m) Notes Effective AEQ (6.1 m)
Pre-Ticket    450     74   74

Lane 1 80 Pre-Ticket  

Lane 2 77 Pre-Ticket  

Lane 3 64 Pre-Ticket  

Lane 4 59 Pre-Ticket  

Lane 5 49 Pre-Ticket  

Lane 6 38 Pre-Ticket  

Lane 7 83 Pre-Ticket  

Lanes 1-12    3411     559   513

Lane 1 287 Tsawwassen Reservations & Assured

During regular 
operations it is not 
possible to completely 
fill every lane. It has 
been estimated that 
approximately 1 full lane 
length can be discounted 
in the AEQ totals due to 
sorting requirements of 
reservation lanes and 
upper car deck requests.

 

Lane 2 288 Tsawwassen Reservations & Assured  

Lane 3 288 Tsawwassen Reservations & Assured  

Lane 4 289 Tsawwassen Upper Car Deck Requests  

Lane 5 290 Tsawwassen Underheights  

Lane 6 290 Tsawwassen Underheights  

Lane 7 292 Tsawwassen Underheights  

Lane 8 292 Tsawwassen Underheights  

Lane 9 285 Tsawwassen Underheights  

Lane 10 281 Tsawwassen Underheights  

Lane 11 281 Tsawwassen Underheights  

Lane 12 248 Tsawwassen Underheights    
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Area Lane Metres Destination Lane Usage Theoretical AEQ (6.1 m) Notes Effective AEQ (6.1 m)
Lanes 13-28   1122     184   172

Lane 13 73 Tsawwassen Dangerous Goods & Livestock

During regular 
operations it is not 
possible to completely 
fill every lane. It has 
been estimated that 
approximately 1 full lane 
length can be discounted 
in the AEQ totals due to 
sorting requirements 
of dangerous goods/
livestock as well as bus 
reservations.

 

Lane 14 76 Tsawwassen Overheight & Commercial  

Lane 15 78 Tsawwassen Overheight & Commercial  

Lane 16 78 Tsawwassen Overheight & Commercial  

Lane 17 81 Tsawwassen Overheight & Commercial  

Lane 18 83 Tsawwassen Overheight & Commercial  

Lane 19 72 Tsawwassen Overheight & Commercial  

Lane 20 70 Tsawwassen Overheight & Commercial  

Lane 21 68 Tsawwassen Overheight & Commercial  

Lane 22 67 Tsawwassen Overheight & Commercial  

Lane 23 63 Tsawwassen Overheight & Commercial  

Lane 24 62 Tsawwassen Overheight & Commercial  

Lane 25 62 Tsawwassen Bus Reservations  

Lane 26 61 Tsawwassen Bus Reservations  

Lane 27 61 Tsawwassen Bus Reservations  

Lane 28 67 Tsawwassen Bus Reservations    

Lanes 30-39   1033     169   151

Lane 30 125 Fulford Dangerous Goods

During regular 
operations it is not 
possible to completely 
fill every lane. It has 
been estimated that 
approximately 1 full lane 
length can be discounted 
in the AEQ totals due to 
sorting requirements of 
dangerous goods and 
overflow from route 5/5A 
traffic.

 

Lane 31 122 Fulford General Traffic  

Lane 32 115 Fulford General Traffic  

Lane 33 115 Fulford General Traffic  

Lane 34 114 Fulford General Traffic  

Lane 35 112 Fulford General Traffic  

Lane 36 110 Fulford General Traffic  

Lane 37 103 Various Overflow Traffic  

Lane 38 89 Various Overflow Traffic  

Lane 39 28 Various Overflow Traffic    
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Area Lane Metres Destination Lane Usage Theoretical AEQ (6.1 m) Notes Effective AEQ (6.1 m)
Lanes 40-53   1031     169   145

Lane 40 57 Saturna General Traffic

During regular 
operations it is not 
possible to completely 
fill every lane. It has 
been estimated that 
approximately 2 full 
lane lengths can be 
discounted in the AEQ 
totals due to sorting 
requirements. This is 
mainly due to specific 
loading procedures for 
the multiple destination 
routes where traffic 
cannot be mixed.

 

Lane 41 59 Saturna General Traffic  

Lane 42 60 Saturna General Traffic  

Lane 43 56 Village Bay General Traffic  

Lane 44 64 Village Bay General Traffic  

Lane 45 72 Village Bay General Traffic  

Lane 46 82 Sturdies Bay General Traffic  

Lane 47 80 Sturdies Bay General Traffic  

Lane 48 83 Sturdies Bay General Traffic  

Lane 49 85 Otter Bay General Traffic  

Lane 50 87 Otter Bay General Traffic  

Lane 51 88 Otter Bay General Traffic  

Lane 52 82 Otter Bay General Traffic  

Lane 53 76 Otter Bay General Traffic    

Total 
Holding 
Lanes 6597     1081   980

Total Site 7047     1155   1054

The reduction of the concession island footprint would provide for 
additional 60 AEQ. BCF has been clear that building decking above existing 
vehicle holding areas would be an unacceptable diminishment of traveler 
experience. However, placing the proposed deck over the existing exit lanes, 
would not present that same issue. It could, located at the same level as the 
transfer decks, provide for five lanes with a capacity of 100 AEQ.

SUMMARY

Queueing space is at a premium and should be expanded to match demand. 
This could be accommodated with a reduction in the Lands End facility 
footprint and a potential parking structure over the ferry vehicle exit lanes.
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5.10 Commercial Services Division
The Commercial Services Division (CSD) represents both the drop trailer and 
the live traffic segments. The drop trailer service was introduced in 2009, 
to take advantage of the changing marketplace within the transportation 
industry and, since its inception, it has been a growth area for the company. 
The service entails a customer dropping off a trailer at one of 3 terminals in 
TSA, SWB, and Duke Point. A BCF driver then hooks on to the trailer and loads 
it on the vessel for transport to the receiving terminal.

A key imperative was the ability to support the growth of the drop trailer 
business. The locations were deemed appropriate because it provided 
customer access and close proximity to the berth to facilitate safe and 
efficient routes to the vessel.

The Swartz Bay drop trailer yard is located on the east side of the terminal, 
adjacent to the Gulf Island loading lanes. It has its own entrance and exit for 
drop trailer customers off Dolphin Road. The CSD at Swartz Bay currently utilizes 
a Britco trailer for its office facility. It is in the drop trailer compound and has 
been operating under a temporary permit since 2009. Upon renewal of the 
facilities operating licence this past October, North Saanich Council granted a 
final one-year extension and requested that the trailer be made permanent.

The drop trailer yards consist of an administrative building and parking 
for customer trailers and BCF tractors. The administrative building is 
a multifunction building which acts as a ticket booth, dispatch room, 
lunchroom, locker room and planning area. In its current capacity, there is 
room to park approximately 30–53’ trailers and 12 tractors within the fence 
of the drop trailer yard. The operational day typically runs from 0700 to 
2300, seven days a week. 

The demand for commercial services (trailer drop-off and pick-up) is increasing 
at a faster rate than general passenger demand (because of older drivers, more 
expensive equipment, etc.). The land utilized for this use is relatively limited 
and should be expanded so that BC Ferries can capture additional revenue. 
Just-in-time operations are preferred for both drop-off and pick-up to reduce 
the amount of storage space, while there are different ‘dwell time’ constraints 
for a load of mattresses compared to a load of groceries. 

Forward looking, the following factors would also be taken into 
consideration for the future of the Commercial Services Division: hybrid or 
electric tractors and fuelling stations, long combination vehicles (LCV’s) and 
autonomous vehicles.

Options for the CSD are tied to the redesign of the whole east sector, 
including revisions to the concession area that might provide additional 
space for vehicular queueing. It is desirable to both increase space for the 
facility and to configure the site for more efficient operations.

SUMMARY 

The CSD is a growing revenue generator for BC Ferries and a redesign of 
queueing areas should accommodate expansion and rationalization of this 
area. Notwithstanding this aspiration, it is recognized that there is only 
limited area available. 

5.11 Additional Modes
The potential for different travel modes was considered for the site. While 
there are no immediate plans to provide these additional services, they could 
include water taxis, and a foot passenger ferry. However, the water lot area 
is limited. As there is no proven demand at this time, this is a long-term 
option requiring environmental and municipal approvals, and neighbour 
consultation. 

SUMMARY

While not part of current BC Ferry plans, the long-term option for a foot 
passenger ferry service should be considered. 
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Figure 13: Directions for Return to Swartz Bay Terminal

5.14 Site Amenities and Landscape Plan
There are deficiencies in site amenities that are affecting the passenger 
experience—facilities for bicycles, green spaces, views, dog walks, 
playgrounds, vendor space (trucks and tents), and washrooms. From a 
pedestrian perspective, the site is not very walkable because of distances, 
traffic flows and retaining walls so amenities need to be located close to 
users. 

The principle to include site amenities, in appropriate locations, is a 
requirement to maintain a high quality of visitor access, safety, convenience, 
and experience. These issues received a high priority from users in the 
consultation program. 

SUMMARY

Ferry travelers, many who wait long times, require a high degree of amenity 
to maintain an appropriate travel experience. These amenities, both indoor 
and outdoor, need to be located throughout the site. 

5.12 Connections Between Routes
Upon arrival at the Swartz Bay terminal, Thru Fare customers travelling 
by vehicle are required to depart the terminal and return to the Swartz 
Bay ticket booth by following the U-turn route, which is well signposted 
following a recent project with MOTI. This is achieved by departing the 
Swartz Bay terminal on Highway 17 South and staying in the right lane and 
then taking Exit 31 for Wain Road, taking the first left onto the overpass and 
then turning left and following McDonald Park Road onto Highway 17 North 
to Swartz Bay terminal and the ticket booths. While this is an inconvenience, 
it is not a major priority for terminal design now. If possible, it would be 
desirable to have more direct access, but not at the expense of safety or 
terminal operational efficiency. 

This is a major issue for a limited number of travelers and while vehicle routes 
exclusively within the terminal compound may be possible, the capital cost in 
infrastructure and the valuable space required is not currently considered cost 
effective. It may be more effectively addressed through rate structures and 
operations rather than infrastructure at the terminal. 

SUMMARY

While it is inconvenient for vehicle passengers to leave then re-enter the 
terminal, it is not practical to address this problem with infrastructure given 
terminal constraints, there is opportunity for BC Ferries to address this 
through other operational means. 

5.13 Ticketing Booths
There are seven vehicle booths for vehicles. During peak periods, traffic 
queues outside of the holding compound onto Highway 17 around 200m 
past the overpass but this is a rare occurrence, about 2–3 times per year. The 
usual line up on busy weekend is just past the overpass. The lanes have a 
total lane length of approximately 323 m. The queueing traffic creates safety 
concerns on the approach to the ticket booths. Toll booth operation appears 
to be somewhat inefficient as booths to the east are underutilized, partially 
because of limited sightlines. At times, incoming vehicles impede access to 
South Gulf Islands queueing. A basic principle is to optimize the operations 
at toll booths to reduce queueing and vehicles in the wrong lanes, etc. It is 
desirable to minimize vehicle idling at the approach to the ticket booths. 

Options are for improved signage and pavement markings and improved 
lane splitting. A major reconfiguration is not a priority, but options should be 
kept open in anticipation of a fare flexibility program if implemented. 

There should be a better system for bicycles at the ticket booths. 

SUMMARY

At some peak times, there is some overloading approaching the booths, but 
if fare practices are changed, there may be compensating  benefits. 
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5.15 Site Safety and Security
There are locations of conflict between pedestrians and various vehicle 
streams. There is a need to have appropriate on-site flows to minimize 
conflicts between vehicles, between vehicles and bicycles, and between 
vehicles and pedestrians throughout the site. There are potential security 
weak points with respect to access and baggage handling. The desire is to 
have better security arrangements (for baggage, limiting vehicle access to 
berths, etc.). Visibility of the site from the control tower must be maintained. 
It is desirable to reduce the number of public vehicles approaching the 
booths except when directly loading. 

Options are to maintain the bus service at the upper level in order to limit 
foot passengers grade and a new pedestrian bridge and holdroom for Berths 
4 and 5, to preclude foot passengers from crossing the vehicular access lanes.

SUMMARY

Much of site safety relates to conflicts between the various modes. The TNMP 
requires that Transport Canada’s specifications must continue to be met. 

5.16 Site Services
Water: The site is currently serviced by a new 300 mm connection to 
the North Saanich water system. There have been no reported issues of 
quality or quantity/pressure. However, a pressure/flow test on some of the 
existing hydrants would be required to assess capacity for site expansion/
development. As part of our site assessment, a desktop analysis is required to 
indicate which water mains may need replacement due to their age/condition. 

Drainage: Stormwater on the site is collected by conventional catchbasins 
and underground conveyance system and is treated by oil/grit separators 
prior to discharge to Swartz Ba. An infrastructure assessment is 
recommended for the older sections of the system to determine which 
sections may need to be replaced in the coming years. A downstream 
capacity analysis of the system will be required prior to connecting new 
development to the system.

Sanitary Sewerage: Site sanitary sewage is collected in underground pipes 
and connected to a new pump station adjacent to Berth 2. This pump 
station also collects sanitary discharge from the ships prior to it all being 
pumped offsite to the North Saanich sewer system. Older sections of the 
system should be assessed similarly to the storm system to identify sections 
that may need maintenance or replacement in the coming years. Prior to 
connecting further development to the system, it will need to be analyzed 
for capacity. The new pump station should have capacity for new site works 
but needs to be confirmed. 

Garbage and recycling: This is currently under the ramp to the upper berth 
access and appears to be functioning well, albeit in full public sight. New 
facilities need to be coordinated with the new warehouse location and the 
operations at the berths. 

Electrical: Separate generator and transformer, lighting etc.—electrical—based 
on the report by Prime Engineering and discussion with the on-site electrician 
the system needs many upgrades. The main switchgear had been replaced and 
cables are being replaced on an as and when required basis. There is concern 
on site that the emergency genset should not be housed right adjacent to the 
main switchgear (all eggs in one basket). Further review is required.
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Berth 1 is the dedicated berth for Route 1 servicing the “Spirit” vessels. 
Berth 1 is equipped with upper transfer decks and vehicle ramps, upper 
level passenger ramp (overhead walkway) and vehicle access to mid-ship for 
storing. Berth 1 was reconstructed in 1992.

Berth 1 is not used for the Queen of New Westminster or the Coastal Class 
due to the amount of vibration affecting adjacent residential properties. 
These vibration effects are likely caused by the shape or configuration 
of the propellers of the Coastal and V-class vessels. The disturbances are 
propagated through the water via compression waves (P-waves) and into 
the surrounding bedrock that outcrops along the foreshore. The dynamic 
disturbances can then propagate through the ground either as compression 
waves and/or shear waves to cause vibration issues in nearby buildings. 

One possible solution to mitigate the vibration issues is the use of 
automated mooring units at Berth 1 to secure ferries and allow engine power 
down to mitigate vibration issues. Eliminating the driving force eliminates 

5.17 Marine Infrastructure
The five berths at the Swartz Bay terminal are capable of handling the 
current vessel traffic and routing requirements. Table 3 summarizes the 
routes and vessel classes to be served by the berths.

Table 3: Berths 

Berth Route Vessel Classes Served Available Facilities
Berth 1 Route 1 Spirit Class

Coastal Class
New Westminster (V-Class)
New Major Class

Upper transfer deck
Upper level passenger ramp

Berth 2 Route 1 Spirit Class
Coastal Class
New Westminster (V-Class)
New Major Class

Upper transfer deck
Upper level passenger ramp

Berth 3 Routes 1, 4 
& 5/5A

Spirit Class
Coastal Class
New Westminster (V-Class)
New Major Class
Skeena Queen
Queen of Cumberland
Salish Class
Island Sky
Bowen Class

Upper transfer deck

Berth 4 Route 4 & 
5/5A

Skeena Queen
Queen of Cumberland
Salish Class
Island Sky
Bowen Class

Single level ramp

Berth 5 Route 5/5A Skeena Queen
Queen of Cumberland
Salish Class
Island Sky
Bowen Class

Single level ramp

NOTES: 
• Berth 1 serves “Coastal” class and V class vessels on an emergency basis, neighbours 

concerned with vibration when in Berth 1. This berth also can be required to 
accommodate the Routes 4, 5 and 5a vessels.

• Berth 2 serves “Spirit” class vessels on an emergency basis. This berth also can be 
required to accommodate the Routes 4, 5 and 5a vessels.

• Berth 3 serves “Coastal, Spirit & V” class vessels on an emergency basis.

the vibrations. Automated mooring units hold the vessel secure using 
vacuum suction. They are advantageous in that there is no need to have 
engines engaged, nor is there a need to deploy mooring lines, which would 
be grossly inefficient in a ferry operation.

Berth 2 is the operational berth for the Coastal and V-Class due to vibration 
concerns from Neighbors when using Berth 1. Berth 2 is used for the tie-up 
of Coastal Class and “V” class vessels when not in service, and it is capable of 
servicing “Spirit” class vessels on an emergency basis under favourable tidal 
conditions only. Berth 2 is equipped with upper transfer deck and vehicle 
ramps and overhead walkway. The berth is limited to single lane loading and 
discharging of large commercial vehicles due to the alignment of the berth in 
relation to the exit lanes.
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vessels that serve the major routes.  The Major Routes Initiative will inform 
the longer-term vessel deployments, new major classes design specifics, 
terminal development requirements and the level of service provided on 
each route.

At present Route 1 peak service is already very highly utilized. With 
forecasted traffic growth it is anticipated that additional service will be 
required. A key component of the Major Routes Initiative, as it relates to 
Route 1, is to build in extra capacity to meet growing demand. In order to 
meet customer time of day travel preferences additional service during the 
current operating day is preferred, which would result in increasing sailing 
frequency to half hour service. 

The Swartz Bay Terminal Development Plan has considered the impact of an 
increase in frequency of sailings on Route 1 to the terminal design.  Currently, 
there are issues in relation to berth 1 and 2 in terms of loading/un-loading 
efficiency which have been studied as follows:

• Double lane loading onto Berth 2 and double lane unloading from Berth 
1 (lower level), with the WB-20 design vehicle semi-trailer in all lanes. 
There is not sufficient room for the rightmost loading truck to turn onto 
the ramp without impacting the last column if there is an adjacent 
loading WB-20 vehicle.  

• Double-lane loading approach onto Berth 2 (lower level) for two WB-20 
design vehicle semi-trailers. This requires the leftmost truck to weave 
between the columns and into the area typically reserved for unloading 
traffic only (from both Berths 1 and 2). Thus, this operational option 
would not allow for simultaneous unloading from Berth 1. It would 
also be challenging to clearly delineate this route from a markings and 
signage perspective.

• Double-lane unloading from Berth 2 (lower level), with two WB-20 
design vehicles. This unloading operation can be accommodated within 
the existing area without any material change to vehicle alignments.

• Improvements could be made that would allow double-lane loading onto 
Berth 2 and double unloading from Berth 1 (upper level), for passenger 
vehicles. Both loading and unloading manoeuvres (all lanes) could be 
easily accommodated. A consideration to maintain alignment and safety 
is a gate arm to separate the Berth 1 and Berth 2 traffic streams.

• In the long term improvements could be made to realign Berth 1 to improve 
unloading/loading efficiency, more in line with the existing exit lanes.

To further fully understand the implications of a fifth vessel on Route 1, the 
TDP recommends that a transportation simulation model be developed for the 
terminal that can fully understand different scenarios to help inform solutions. 
Key variables such as future schedules, vessel design, level of services will also 
be critical in understanding future berth alignment and layout.  

The Level II Condition Survey undertaken by Herold Engineering in 2015 
determined that the berths and marine structures were in serviceable 
condition. Findings included some recommended repairs and monitoring. Most 
marine infrastructure, except for Berth 3, has a service life of over 15 years. 

SUMMARY

The current berths at Swartz Bay are able to handle vessel traffic and 
routing requirements, but issues have been raised about the impacts on 
neighbouring properties from the operation and location of Berth 1—this 
should be examined further if there is an increase in sailings. 

Berths 3, 4 and 5 service vessels on the Southern Gulf Islands routes. The 
Skeena Queen and Queen of Cumberland dock at Berths 3 and 4, and the 
Mayne Queen and Bowen Queen both dock at Berth 5. Berth 3 is equipped 
with upper transfer deck and vehicle ramps, while Berths 4 and 5 are 
equipped with a single-level vehicle ramp. Berth 3 is used as a tie-up berth 
when the Coastal Class/ Spirit class are not in service, during times when 
there is a Coastal and Spirit operating on Route 1 and require Berth 1 and 
Berth 2 free for operations and not vessel lay-up. Berth 3 is the only berth 
which has been identified for upgrading in the current capital plan.

Strategy and Community Engagement (SCE), in conjunction with a cross 
departmental team, is developing a long-term strategy for the terminals and 
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Table 4: Berth Condition and Replacement 

Berth Structure Assessed Timeframe 
to Replace

Berth 1 Dolphin 1 15+ years*

Dolphin 2 15+ years*

Dolphin 3 15+ years*

Dolphin 4 15+ years*

Port Wingwall (looking seaward) 15+ years

Starboard Wingwall (looking seaward) 15+ years

Upper Ramp/Apron 15+ years

Lower Ramp/Apron 15+ years

Ramp Towers 15+ years

Pedestrian Walkways 15+ years

Service Access Ramps 15+ years

Service Boat Dock 15+ years*

Berth 2 Port Wingwall (looking seaward) 15+ years

Starboard Wingwall (looking seaward) 15+ years*

Upper Ramp/Apron 15+ years

Lower Ramp/Apron 15+ years

Ramp Towers 15+ years

Pedestrian Walkway 15+ years*

Service Access Ramp 15+ years

Pontoon 15+ years

Pontoon Moorings 15+ years

Pontoon Fender Arms 15+ years*

Berth 3 Port Wingwall (looking seaward) 10-15 years*

Starboard Wingwall (looking seaward) 10-15 years*

Pontoon 15+ years

Pontoon Moorings 15+ years

Pontoon Fender Arms 15+ years*

Upper Ramp/Apron 8-10 years*

Lower Ramp/Apron 8-10 years*

Ramp Towers 15+ years*

Dolphin 1 10-15 years*

Dolphin 2 10-15 years*

Dolphin 3 10-15 years*

Dolphin 4 (can dolphin) 5-10 years*

Dolphin Pedestrian Access 15+ years

Berth Structure Assessed Timeframe 
to Replace

Berth 4 Port Wingwall (looking seaward) 15+, years

Starboard Wingwall (looking seaward) 15+, years

Pontoon 15+, years

Vehicle Ramp and Apron 15+, years

Dolphin 1 10-15 years*

Dolphin 2 10-15 years*

Dolphin 3 10-15 years*

Dolphin 4 (can dolphin) 5-10 years*

Dolphin Pedestrian Access 15+, years

Dolphin 5 15+, years

Dolphin 6 15+, years

Berth 5 Port Wingwall (looking seaward) 15+, years

Starboard Wingwall (looking seaward) 15+, years

Pontoon 15+, years

Vehicle Ramp and Apron 15+, years

Dolphin 5 15+, years

Dolphin 6 15+, years

Floating Lead 1 15+, years

Floating Lead 2 15+, years

* Based on completion of recommended repairs noted within 2015 Level II Survey

Infrastructure Elevations (All elevations to Chart Datum):

• Top of Pavement/Crest of Rip-rap:

• Berth 1 = 5.7 m

• Berths 2/3 = 5.9 m

• Berths 4/5 = 6.8 m

• Top of Concrete Ramp Abutments at Hinges

• Berth 1 = 4.9 m

• Berth 2 = 5.0 m

• Berths 4/5 = 4.8 m

Based on the above calculations, for the 2050 extreme event conditions 
(HHWL + SLR + Surge + Wave), a marginal freeboard to the roadway elevation 
would still be maintained at Berth 1. Ramp hinges would occasionally be 
underwater, perhaps once a year, which would only require a follow up 
maintenance inspection/check.

Similar conditions would be expected at Berths 2, 4, and 5 with ramp hinges 
occasionally underwater, but with freeboards ranging from 0.3 to 1.2m (1 to 4 
ft) between the rip-rap crest, for the extreme event peak water level.

Berth 3 drawings were not reviewed since upgrades to this area would be 
warranted before 2050.

Some overtopping of the pavement and inundation of the foreshore area 
around Berths 1, 2, and 3 may occur in later years and may become more 
frequent with SLR gains by the year 2100. This may require extensive 
mitigation measures such as raising the foreshore/infrastructure elevations 
or installing perimeter dykes. The freeboard to top of asphalt paving would 
be marginal for Berths 4 and 5.

There is potential to defer the mitigation measures for the next 25-years 
but to monitor sea level rise conditions. No immediate impacts of SLR are 
foreseen on the existing infrastructure. There is a need to discuss life span of 
existing marine infrastructure to evaluate potential for mitigation deferral.

SUMMARY

In light of the service life of major terminal infrastructure, sea level rise is not 
an immediate concern, but should be addressed in the long-term. 

However, that being said this TDP has taken a precautionary approach to 
non-marine infrastructure by recommending the location of the warehouse, 
vehicle passenger building away from the waterfront.

5.18 Sea Level Change
A high-level evaluation of the possible impact of Sea Level Rise (SLR) on the 
terminal’s infrastructure considered two scenarios: sea level rise for 2050 
and for 2100. Following BC MFLNRO recommendations, a 0.5 m increase in 
sea level was considered for the year 2050 and 1.0 m sea level rise for year 
2100. Storm surge/run-up and wave action was considered based on a high 
level preliminary estimation (by the SMB hindcast method). 

Basic Water Levels (All elevations to Chart Datum):

• HHW(LT) = +3.7m

• SLR = 0.5 m (2050) to 1.0 m (2100)

• Storm Surge = 0.7 m

• Wave Height Hs= 0.7 m to 0.9 m (Wind= 40 to 50 kph)

• Static WL (2050) = +3.7 m+0.5 m= +4.2 m

• Static WL (2100) = +3. 7m+1.0 m= +4.7 m

• Extreme WL (2050) = +3.7 m + 0.5 m + 0.7 m + 0.7 m = + 5.6 m

• Extreme WL (2100) = +3.7 m + 1.0 m + 0.7 m + 0.9 m = + 6.3 m
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6.1 Introduction
In response to project objectives, defined functional requirements, the 
findings of the consultation program, site context and limitations, and 
the need to keep the terminal always functional, a set of options has been 
developed. 

A preliminary screening was done on conceptual options, based on the 
general methodology of the Multiple Account Evaluation Guidelines 
prepared by the BC Crown Corporations Secretariat. It outlines some basic 
principles that apply to developing the Swartz Bay Terminal Development 
Plan: (1) the evaluation must be taken in light of the overall goals of BC 
Ferries for items like safety and customer service; (2) the evaluation must 
address the problem at hand, namely the need to increase capacity of the 
various elements at Swartz Bay; (3) there is no on single measure of overall 
net benefit, so numerous criteria must be considered simultaneously; and (4) 
flexibility  should be considered in response to future unexpected conditions. 

Criteria considered in the preliminary evaluation of alternatives for Swartz 
Bay are as follows:

1. Financial performance: including both capital and operating costs

2. Customer service: addressing the quality of the experience for ferry users

3. Environmental impacts: physical impacts on the environment

4. Economic development: opportunities for BC Ferries and the wider 
economy

5. Social considerations: impacts on neighbours and the community. 

6. Timing Considerations: staging (timing) and phasing (relative to other steps)

7. Risk & Uncertainty: flexibility to respond to new conditions

Obviously, judgement was required in the evaluation—what to evaluate, 
what metrics to use, and what level of detail is appropriate for the process, 
but the intent is to provide statements that identify implications, pros, and 
cons of alternatives. Evaluation is a tool for assisting in making informed 

decisions about what options best address a diverse range of goals. However, 
with the site constraints, there are a limited number of options available for 
addressing the functional requirements documented in Section 4 and the 
issues discussed in Section 5.0.

6.2 Major Plan components
While the TDP must address a myriad of topics and issues, there are a number 
of major terminal interventions that determine much of the overall shape and 
thrust of the future of the Swartz Bay terminal. Figure 5 conceptually illustrates 
the more significant physical elements proposed in the TDP.  This section 
discusses the major components of the TDP, organized into the West and East 
zones, then goes on to provide more detail about each of the TDP elements. 

• The West Zone currently includes parking for foot passengers, visitors, 
and staff; the foot passenger terminal with its vehicle forecourt; the 
treed island, and the warehouse below. The key initiatives here are to 
extend the parking south into the now vacant ‘berm’ area; to provide 
an extension of the West Exit Road to a new roundabout at Lands 
End Road; to build a new mixed-use Warehouse and Administration 
Building; to develop a new parking deck if additional capacity is 
required; and to expand the foot passenger terminal and reorganize 
the forecourt. In addition, landscaping and site amenities are to be 
improved. These proposals are described more fully in the following 
sections.

• The East Zone of the Swartz Bay Terminal serves the departing vehicular 
passengers. The facilities include the ticket booths, the control tower, the 
Lands End concession including terminal offices; Terminal Operations, 
53 lanes for vehicle holding; and the office and vehicle compound for 
Commercial Services. As elsewhere at the terminal, the key issues are the 
increased capacity to meet design year forecast, the safety of passengers 
and staff and the upgrading or replacement of the existing facilities and 
infrastructure. There are several key initiatives for this zone proposed in the 
TDP. A new Berth 4 / 5 holdroom is proposed. The Lands End concession 
building with the associated services and washrooms is to be replaced 

6.0 Proposed Terminal Plan

with a new facility with a smaller footprint, which will allow for more 
vehicle space. The patch of grass at the foreshore is to be redeveloped 
and expanded with a new boardwalk, with amenities, extending over the 
water’s edge. The Commercial Services compound is to be reconfigured to 
increase the holding capacity and to provide a new office and generator 
installation. A new elevated parking deck is a long-term possibility, with five 
new lanes built over the existing vehicle exit lanes. Each of these initiatives 
is discussed in more detail in the sections following. 
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6.3 West Zone

6.3.1 SITE ACCESS

The vehicles exiting the West Zone (from short and long-term parking, 
warehouse deliveries, drop-of/pick-ups, etc.) take a convoluted route 
through the parking lot to join the Upper Centre Road heading south to 
Lands End Road and the Highway. This traffic pattern is further compromised 
by frequent congestion of traffic entering the West Zone on the two-
way section of the Upper Centre Road. The proposed location of the new 
administration and warehouse building would make the existing routing 
untenable, mixing the fast exiting traffic with the truck loading zone for the 
warehouse. 

The proposal for the exiting traffic is to extend a road along the west 
property line southward to join the route to the Highway via a roundabout 
with five legs—the two connecting with Land’s End Road, the existing Upper 
Centre Road to the terminal, the new extension of the West Road and a new 
road southbound connecting the roundabout to the Highway. The latter 
two being the route for traffic exiting the terminal on route to the Highway 
heading south to Victoria. This option is the most cost effective, and 
consequently, the recommendation of this study. It has received an initial 
acceptance by the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure as the best 
solution. The additional advantage is that the existing Upper Centre Road 
to the terminal would revert to one way, helping to alleviate the current 
congestion of vehicles approaching the terminal. 

Figure 15: Road Configuration 
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6.3.2 WAREHOUSE

With the multiple demands for space within the compound, it was also 
suggested that the new administration facility could be built above the 
warehouse. Initially, BC Ferries had identified a warehouse building size 
of 2,115 gross m2. These figures are included in the Functional Program 
in Appendix I. However, given the complexity of warehouse planning, 
a separate study was commissioned for Stantec’s warehouse specialist, 
working closely with BC Ferries' staff, to develop a detailed program and 
potential layout for a new facility—see Appendix B of Appendix I. The 
building area needed was determined to be in the order of 1,980 gross m2. 
Given the size of the vehicles involved and the requirements for outside 
storage, a comparable exterior area is required adjacent to the facility. With 
the principle of separating service vehicle routes from passenger vehicles, 
a dedicated service road from the warehouse to the berths is considered 
essential.

The proposed site is currently occupied by the crew parking. With this option 
the berm site is developed to provide a commensurate number of parking 
spaces. There are two variations of the plan. The first, Figure 17, assumes 
that the treed island, which is subject to a conservation covenant, must be 
maintained in its current state. The second, Figure 18, assumes a release of 
this covenant and the removal of the island, with the promise that an equal 
amount of planting would be provided elsewhere on the site. The planning 
and vertical organization of these variations is similar. 

Fencing and other security for the warehouse will need to be addressed at 
the detailed stage.

OBJECTIVE

Provide a new warehouse facility to meet current and 
projected needs in a location with good access to/from 
off-site and to/from the berths.
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Figure 17: West Zone Option 1 with Existing Landscape Hill
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Figure 18: West Zone Option 2 with Alternate Landscape
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Figure 19: Warehouse Main Floor

6.3.3 ADMINISTRATION OFFICES

Currently the administration offices and service facilities for the 14 
departments at Swartz Bay are spread across several buildings of varying 
degrees of obsolescence. Many of these are in the Lands End concession 

building and with the existing warehouse at the passenger terminal, both of 
which are slated for replacement. As a preliminary step in the TDP process, 
a Functional Program for these departments was developed to address both 
the spatial requirements and the preferred location on the terminal site. 
Provisions were included for shared meeting spaces and for the addition 
of working space for other departments that may be moved to the site. It 
was concluded that nine of these departments could logically be placed in 
a centralized facility along with the new warehouse, the remainder located 
at the berths, in the new concession building or at the Commercial Services 
compound. It is proposed that much of the office be developed using an 
‘open space’ concept. The Functional Program is included in Appendix I.

An integrated warehouse and administration is proposed, with the space 
requirement for the administration components allocated to this building 
of approximately 2,670 gross m2. This would give a combined total of a new 
warehouse/administration building area of 4,650 gross m2. The conceptual 
plan, shown in Figure 19, Figure 20, and Figure 21, is organized on two levels 
above the warehouse. This configuration provides both the requisite exterior 
exposure for daylight to the offices and the views across the compound and 
to the berths. Visitor parking is located adjacent to the entrance. Green roofs 
are proposed for both environmental and aesthetic reasons and for the more 
general goal of greening BC Ferries facilities. 

OBJECTIVE

Consolidate most office functions with the warehouse for 
efficient operations and to minimize the footprint required.
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Figure 20: Warehouse / Administration Floor Plans 
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Figure 21: Warehouse / Administration Section and Axis

6.3.4 FOOT PASSENGER TERMINAL FORECOURT

The existing forecourt to passenger terminal building is both confusing 
and chaotic—with foot passenger queueing, city buses, tour buses, taxis, 
passenger drop-off and pick-up, and the arrivals baggage pavilion and the 
short-term parking. The design challenge is that, within this existing area, 
there will be more of all of these elements. The key planning principle behind 
this design proposal is to separate, as much as possible, each of these modal 
streams. The most significant initiatives are to:

• Use an airport style baggage system within the building for both 
departures and arrivals—eliminating the need for both the baggage 
pavilion and the baggage tugs in the forecourt

• Extend the ground plane structure to provide a wide covered sidewalk 
along the full 70m frontage

• Provide separate lanes for transit and tour buses, taxis and drop-off

• Provide for short-term parking and car rentals

• Move the entry ramp for short-term parking to the south so that traffic 
to the short-term parking need not enter the forecourt

• Provide a separate nearby location for the inactive tour buses

• Provide space for bicycle rental and/or storage

• Provide for electric vehicle charging

• Accommodate a new ramp and tunnel from the new warehouse to the 
berths

The proposed plan is illustrated with an alternate of an open cut rather 
than a tunnel in Figure 22. Precedent images are included in Figure 23 and a 
concept sketch in Figure 24.

OBJECTIVE

Redevelop the passenger terminal forecourt so that it 
functions safely and efficiently for all modes (transit and 
tour buses, pedestrians, bicycles, vehicles—both drop-off 
and pick-up).
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Figure 22: West Zone Forecourt
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Figure 23: Terminal Building Canopy Precedents
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Figure 24: New Canopy at the Foot Passenger Forecourt
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Figure 19: New Canopy for Swartz Bay Terminal
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Figure 25: West Zone With Cut
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Figure 26: Foot Passenger Building Upper Level

6.3.5 FOOT PASSENGER TERMINAL 

This major expansion includes a new arrivals concourse with an information 
desk, car rentals and the arrivals baggage carousel; expanded departures 
waiting area with additional seating, concessions, children’s play area, and 
a larger balcony overlooking the bay; a new waiting room for berths 4 and 
5—providing safe passage for pedestrians; longer curb side and canopy for 
passenger queueing; and expanded departures check-in with additional 
queueing space and airport-style desks and baggage deposit. 

The existing foot passenger building, while in relatively good shape, is 
significantly undersized, even for today’s traffic. With the removal of the 
old warehouse, a major addition is proposed—taking the current area from 
2,300 m2 up to 6,100 m2. In terms of seating capacity that moves it from 
just over 200 up to 930 seats. The outside queueing space and its protective 
canopy has been described in the previous section. On the upper level of 
the terminal, Figure 26, the Departures Concourse is expanded to include 
additional area for kiosks and airport-style check-in desks with an automatic 
take-away belt for luggage. In the Arrivals Concourse there is a new inbound 
baggage carousel, car rental booths, an information desk, and washrooms. 
On the level below, Figure 27, the existing Berth 1 / 2 holdroom is expanded 
to include approximately 800 seats. This level also includes a concession, 
children’s play area, a transfer desk, and new washrooms. As the holdroom 
is now quite large, an oval clerestory is proposed to both bring some height 
and daylight into the space. Precedent images are included in Figure 28 and a 
concept sketch in Figure 29. 

To alleviate congestion, the current bridge to the Berth 2 / 3 holdroom has 
been twinned to provide a departure and an arrival corridor. Currently the 
passengers for the Berth 4 and 5 ferries walk across the vehicle compound 
to the main foot passenger terminal. This is inherently unsafe. A new bridge 
and two-level holdroom, similar to the existing one for Berths 2 / 3, are 
proposed. This provides both safe access and an interior holdroom for these 
passengers. 

At the grade level, Figure 30, the existing catering offices are renovated for 
future use and a new Training Room and staff gymnasium are provided. 
There is a substantial amount of covered, open space at this level for the 
baggage make up area and other staging functions. With the expansion of 

OBJECTIVE

Expand the foot passenger terminal to increase capacity, 
safety and provide a better experience for travelers.

the holdroom on the level above, the height of the 
traffic through route is now limited. The Section, 
shown on Figure 31, and the following Figure 32 
illustrate the new clearances and the functionality of 
the proposed traffic routing for both buses and the 
service vehicles.
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Figure 27: Foot Passenger Building Mid Level 
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Figure 28: Terminal Building Clerestory Precedents 
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Figure 29: Terminal Building Clerestory Concept Sketch 
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Figure 24: Terminal Building Clerestory Concept Sketch 
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Figure 30: Foot Passenger Building Grade Level
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Figure 31: Foot Passenger Building Section
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Figure 32: Terminal Building Traffic Routes and Clearances 
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Figure 33: Long-term Parking Parkade Structure
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6.3.6 PARKING

  Parking Stalls - West

  Existing
Existing 
+ 7.6%

TDP 
Functional 
Requirement 

Option 1 
Hill

Option 2 
No Hill

Option 3  
Parking Deck, 
2 levels

City Bus 2 2 4 4 4  

Tourist Bus 4 4 10 10 10  

Taxi 5 6 — 7 7  

Drop-off / Pick-up 31 33 — 52 52  

Visitor Parking 9 10 — 14 27  

Short-term Parking 105 113 — 86 86  

Long-term Parking 604 650 —
713 * 826 *

316

Crew Parking 296 318    

Subtotal 4-8 1045 1126   886 1012

Addition of Option 3 +316 +316

Total 1206 1328

* Long-term and crew parking not segregated in the plans

While other modes of transportation, such as Uber, Car2Go and self-driving 
vehicles, may change the modal mix, it is most probable that the 
requirement for staff and foot passenger parking will continue to increase. 
And while the berm at the south west corner of the site is to be developed as 
long-term and crew parking, the new warehouse has displaced a comparable 
number of parking spaces from the site total. This is especially so if the 
covenant on the treed island is to be maintained. 

As with other facilities on the site, a viable solution lies in vertical expansion. A 
single parking deck, as shown in Figure 33, would add approximately 160 spaces, 
or double that figure for two elevated levels. The optimal location for this 
facility is in the centre of the site, currently occupied by the surface long-term 
parking. Consideration was given to locating this closer to the terminal; however, 
maintaining the open sightlines across the forecourt is a priority. 

OBJECTIVE

Meet future demand for short and long-term parking in the 
west sector for ferry passengers, staff, crew, and visitors as 
conveniently as possible.

6.3.7 LANDSCAPE PLAN WEST

The landscape concept plans have been incorporated into the West Zone 
for both Options 1 and 2 (Figure 17 and Figure 18). Each option incorporates 
the following landscape concepts. A green wall could be incorporated in 
the existing retaining wall between Upper Centre Road and the Long-Term 
Parking lot. This could include mounting various products (such as 
greenscreen—http://greenscreen.com) to the wall to allow evergreen 
climbing vines to cover the wall. The types of green wall technology that 
could be used in this application include tension cable/cable net, two-
dimensional wire grid, three-dimensional wire grid and planters with trellis 
structures (see precedent image board Figure 43). 

The various landscaped islands proposed throughout the West Zone parking 
lots could include a bioswale theme (see Figure 47 for precedent images) 
which would serve a functional use to assist in the treatment of stormwater 
run-off from the surrounding impermeable asphalt surfaces. The concept 
proposes the use of native vegetation (see Figure 44 for plant palette) as part 
of the treatment process so pollutants are captured and settled by the leaves 
and stems of the plants. 

OBJECTIVE

Incorporate sustainable design practices into the West 
Zone parking lots that meet both aesthetic and functional 
requirements for future expansion of the terminal. 
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6.4 East Zone

6.4.1 VEHICLE PASSENGER FACILITY

The existing Lands End island includes the food and beverage concession, 
the facilities for Terminal Operations, satellite washrooms, vendor tents and 
cabins, the control tower and the children’s play area. Except for the latter 
two, all these facilities are well past their useful life. The proposal in this TDP 
is to replace these outmoded facilities with a new structure. 

The proposed building is two storeys in height, with the grade level stepping 
down to follow the slope to the north. The site has been narrowed to 22 m 
wide, providing for three additional vehicle holding lanes with a capacity of 
60 AEQ. The new Lands End concession, at the north end of the island, has 
space for six tenants, in the Tsawwassen Quay style, with an open stairway 
leading to a seating area on the floor above. The southern section of the 
building houses the new public washrooms on the ground floor, with the 
Terminal Operations change rooms and storage sharing the ground level 
and their offices located on the floor above. The second-floor level spans 
between these two building components, providing an open, rain protected 
breezeway for the vendors stalls. This roof plane has several skylights to 
bring additional daylight into the marketplace. 

To redress the loss of green space at grade, the roof is accessible to the 
public, with an outdoor seating terrace at the north, facing the water view, 
and a softer, garden terrace between the two building elements. There is 
also an outdoor seating terrace below, directly off the concession area.

The plan is illustrated in Figure 34 and Figure 35, and in the concept sketches 
Figure 36 and Figure 38.

The tower, which is fully functional, will remain as is, while the children’s play 
area will retain its current location, but be upgraded with new equipment 
and the addition of a dog park.

OBJECTIVE

Replace the outdated Lands End facilities for vehicle 
passengers with a new amenity building, also 
accommodating Terminal Operations, on a smaller 
footprint to create more vehicle queueing space.
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Figure 34: Concession Building for Swartz Bay Sketch 
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Figure 34: Concessions Site Plan Concept
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Figure 35: Concessions Building Concept
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Figure 36: Lands End Concession Building
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Figure 34: Concession Building for Swartz Bay Sketch 
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Figure 37: Concession Building Boardwalk Precedents

6.4.2 THE FORESHORE

People are naturally drawn to the water’s edge. Currently there is just 
a scruffy bit of grass and a dog run near Berth 5. With the reduction of 
pedestrian space around Lands End, the proposal is to develop the foreshore 
amenity by extending the existing ground plane out over the water with a 
new board walk and replacing the asphalt with planting. Proposed features 
include a coffee kiosk, various types of seating, facilities for a food truck, 
trees and planting and a new dog walk. The existing service wharf would be 
retained. 

OBJECTIVE

Provide additional amenity at the waterfront for vehicle 
passengers.
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Figure 38: Waterfront Park Figure 36: Waterfront Park for Swartz Bay Sketch 
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Figure 39: Concessions Building Berm & Dog Park Precedents
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6.4.3 LIGHTING

The lighting at Swartz Bay terminal is old and inefficient and a new lighting 
plan should be developed for the terminal which meets following criteria:

1. Developments shall employ energy efficient lighting design such as 
Light Emitting Diodes (LED) and motion or photo-sensitive lighting for 
all outdoor lighting.

2. Lighting powered by on site renewable energy sources shall be 
encouraged where appropriate.

3. All site lighting installations shall be fully shielded (full cutoff).

4. Exterior building lighting should generally be concealed in soffits or 
other similar architectural features.

5. Adhere to the principles of Crime Prevention through Environmental 
Design Principles (CPTED), lighting for pedestrian pathways, building 
entrances and parking areas should be designed at a human scale (i.e., 
low level bollards) and address pedestrian safety.

6. Energy efficient lighting shall be used

7. In line with Dark Sky principles
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6.4.4 COMPOUND PARKING

The existing capacity of the holding lanes and pre-ticket area is 1054 
effective AEQ vehicles. The projected growth in vehicles in the compound is 
9%—making a requirement for 1,208. The TNMP requirement is 1264 AEQ. 
By narrowing the Lands End Island to 22 m, there is a gain of three new lanes 
with an additional capacity of 60 vehicles. This total of 1,114 is short of the 
requirement of 1,208 and 1,264. 

As with the proposed parking deck in the west zone, the remaining option is 
to expand upward, with the installation of a parking deck. The condition here 
is different however, as in the long-term parking the driver and passengers 
leave their vehicle immediately, whereas in the departure compound the 
passengers may remain with their vehicle for the time prior to boarding. 
The Horseshoe Bay terminal has a similar condition and BC Ferries has 
determined that this does not deliver the quality of passenger experience 
that its customers deserve. The proposed solution is to build the new deck 
over the vehicle exit lanes, where the vehicles and passengers would be up 
in the open air, but there would be no one parked in the darker area below—
only the vehicles leaving the arriving vessel. This proposal, shown on Figure 
40, would provide an additional 100 vehicles, bring the total capacity to 
1,214 vehicles, which is close to the target figure. 

OBJECTIVE

Provide increased capacity to accommodate the projected 
increase in vehicles in the queueing compound.
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Figure 40: Parking Deck Over Exit Lanes
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6.4.7 CONNECTIONS BETWEEN ROUTES

One of the recurring issues raised by vehicular passengers is that the 
connecting vehicle passengers need to exit the compound prior to re-
boarding. BC Ferries has tried various solutions in the past; however, each 
of these was ultimately rejected as being either too complicated or patently 
unsafe. As part of the TDP process, additional options were considered but 
given the physical limitations and the fact that there would be no expansion 
of the site, any of these physical changes to the road systems resulted in a 
substantial reduction in the compound capacity. As the overall compound 
capacity was considered a priority, BC Ferries is currently studying how these 
transfers might be accommodated with some technological / IT solution, 
rather than hard infrastructure.

6.4.8 TICKET BOOTHS

There are seven vehicle booths for vehicles but during the highest peak 
periods, traffic queues reach outside of the holding compound onto Highway 
17 around 200 m past the overpass. This is a rare occurrence, about 2–3 
times per year. The usual line up on a busy weekend is just past the overpass. 
The queueing traffic creates safety concerns on the approach to the ticket 
booths. Tollbooth operation appears to be somewhat inefficient as booths 
to the east are underutilized, partially because of limited sightlines. At times, 
incoming vehicles impede access to South Gulf Islands queueing. A basic 
principle is to optimize the operations at toll booths to reduce queueing and 
vehicles in the wrong lanes, etc. It is desirable to minimize vehicle idling at 
the approach to the ticket booths. Options are for improved signage and 
pavement markings and improved lane splitting. A major reconfiguration 
is not a priority, but options should be kept open in anticipation of a fare 
flexibility program if implemented. There should be a better system for 
bicycles at the ticket booths.

6.4.5 COMMERCIAL SERVICES

The commercial services facility is a successful operation with expectations 
of substantial growth. Unfortunately, as expansion into the adjacent lands 
has been precluded in the immediate future, any expansion needs to be 
within the constraints of the existing terminal compound. There is also 
the request for a proper set of offices—a move from their home in existing 
trailer. The proposal is to build a new facility that incorporates the existing 
water services with the offices, moving the generator across the entry 
road. This separation of the water and the generator also satisfies a long-
standing code requirement. The existing visitor parking will be moving to 
the new administration building, freeing space for the trailer parking, and by 
realigning the vehicle departure lanes, the East Road can be shifted. 

These changes will create a capacity for the parking of 47 trailers, a 38% increase 
over the current 34 spaces. The drive-on tractor trailers, which currently occupy 
lanes 40 to 54, share the same market with the Commercial Services. If there 
is a cost advantage to BC Ferries and Commercial Services, and some of the 
drive-on trailers can move over to the Commercial, then the East Road could 
be shifted accordingly, and the Commercial capacity would reach 71—which is 
double the current. These proposals are illustrated on Figure 34.  

6.4.6 BICYCLE ROUTES

Passengers arriving on bicycles enter the terminal through the ticket booths, 
will take a marked route along the east side of the compound then, near the 
Dolphin Road corner, go along the east side of the new Lands End market 
place and amenity building towards the berths. They wait in the compound 
and then are loaded on the lower ferry decks. 

Bicycles exiting the terminal will follow a dedicated protected bike lane 
alongside the vehicle lanes, continuing under Lands End Road on the 
highway. After going under the overpass, the bike route turns right beside 
the off-ramp, where cyclists can cross the overpass to connect to the 
Lochside bike trail. There is also an option to exit off the highway west to 
Swartz Bay Road, then crossing on a pedestrian/bicycle overpass across the 
Highway before Wain Road in order to access the major bikeway route along 
the east side of the Highway into Sidney and Victoria. 

These routes are shown on Figure 42. 

OBJECTIVE

Rationalize and expand the commercial services area for 
trailer drop-off/pick-up.

OBJECTIVE

Develop operational procedures for more effective 
connections between ferries. 

OBJECTIVE

Maintain an efficient ticketing operation, which could 
be expanded to accommodate potential changes to the 
ticketing system.

Figure 41: Protected Bicycle Lane Precedents
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Figure 42: Proposed Bike Route
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6.4.9 LANDSCAPE PLAN EAST

The landscape concept plans include Concessions Site Plan (Figure 34) and 
Concessions Building (Figure 35). 

The Concessions Site Plan details a landscape concept to improve the 
existing dog walk lawn and picnic area along the waterfront. A wood 
boardwalk is proposed with a grassy seating berm, custom wood bench and 
shade trees at the western end of the proposed boardwalk (see Figure 36 for 
precedent images). At the eastern end of the boardwalk an improved fenced 
dog park with artificial turf is proposed to allow travelers a safe place to run 
their dogs (See Figure 38). The boardwalk outdoor amenity space is anchored 
with a coffee kiosk in the centre with tables and chairs for guests to enjoy 
their wait while taking in the waterfront views. It is desirable to provide 
some covered areas for both shade and rain protection. 

Concessions Building (Figure 35) details a landscape concept for the proposed 
concession building. The Lower level proposes that the existing children’s 
playground is upgraded with new custom play structures with nature play 
elements (See Figure 45). An additional dog park will be located adjacent to 
it. The lower level terrace on the north end of the building includes a custom 
built in planter and moveable tables and chairs). The upper level incorporates 
an accessible green roof including a hard terrace with seating and umbrellas 
on the north end and a seating nook with gazebo on the south end (see  
Figure 46 for precedent images).

OBJECTIVE

Improve the public realm experience for visitors by 
improving and expanding outdoor amenities both along 
the foreshore and as part of the concessions building 
improvements

Figure 43: West Zone Green Wall Precedents 
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Figure 44: West Zone Planting Palette Concept
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Figure 45: Playground Precedents
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Figure 46: Green Roof Precedents 
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6.4.10 MARINE INFRASTRUCTURE

The proposed amenity structure over the foreshore to the south of Berth 5 
will consist of a boardwalk-like structure, which will provide a promenade 
and view-point experience for the waiting vehicle passengers. This structure 
will have a wharf-like configuration with steel pipe piles either driven 
to refusal or drilled into shallow bedrock, supporting a deck structure 
comprised of concrete or timber pile caps, stringers and decking. The use of 
steel pipe piles will minimize the habitat disturbance and structural footprint 
along the foreshore, although shading may be an issue that will need to be 
addressed. The structure can facilitate purely pedestrian loads or can be 
designed to accommodate waterside kiosks and other amenities.

The ramp structure at Berth 4 will need to be modified to eliminate the 
need for pedestrians crossing the Berth 4 vehicle lane and provide better 
access to the proposed new holdroom located between the Berths 4 and 5 
alignments. This means converting the Berth 4 ramp into its mirror image by 
relocating the walkway from the north to the south side of the ramp. Note 
that the Berth 5 ramp is already suited for non-conflicting vehicle/pedestrian 
traffic flows and therefore does not require any modification. Fortunately, 
the walkway on the Berth 4 ramp appears to be a cantilevered walkway 
attached to the side of the north main girder. This should allow easier Figure 47: West Zone Bioswale Precedents 
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relocation of the pedestrian walkway without the need to do extensive and 
costly modifications to the main ramp superstructure. It may be possible to 
salvage some or most of the existing walkway and relocate it to the south 
side of the ramp, otherwise a new walkway could also be installed. Other 
ramp components that will need to be relocated or modified to account for 
the new walkway location include:

• Relocating the hydraulic units to the north side of the ramp opposite the 
new walkway

• Relocating pontoon access stairs to the north side of the ramp opposite 
the new walkway

• Modification to the south sidewall of the concrete ramp abutment to 
avoid interference with the new walkway.

Overall, it is anticipated that these ramp modifications would not be too 
onerous. Berth 3 has been identified to be rebuilt to allow it to be used by 
the new major vessel and is the only berth which requires upgrading in the 
next 20+ years.

6.4.11 OVERALL TRAFFIC FLOWS

Figure 48 illustrates traffic flow to, from and across the site for vehicles. This 
includes employees coming and going to work, the private and public bus 
services, taxis, deliveries of goods to and from the terminal and to and from 
the ferries at the berths, the commercial services facility, and the vehicles on 
and off the ferries. The system is designed to move people and vehicles as 
expeditiously on and off the site with a minimum of conflict with particular 
detailed attention to areas like the passenger terminal forecourt and the 
space under the passenger terminal building. 

OBJECTIVE
Some marine infrastructure will need to be constructed or modified to 
accommodate the proposed boardwalk and new pedestrian access to 
Berths 4 and 5. Rebuild Berth 3 to major berth standard.

OBJECTIVE
Ensure that there is safe and effective flow of people, vehicles, and 
goods to, from, and across the terminal site.  
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Figure 48: Proposed Traffic Flow
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7.1 Staging and Phasing Schedule
Some of the facilities and improvements described in the previous sections 
will take priority over less pressing issues, however, given the high degree 
of interdependency between these issues, a comprehensive phasing plan 
is required. Some trade-offs will be required between solving issues and 
the availability of resources. Given the dependence of Vancouver Island on 
the ferry, the terminal must remain in a highly functional mode at all times. 
Improvements will need to be staged and coordinated over time. It is critical that 
the terminal construction be scheduled to provide consistent customer service.

A comprehensive solution, implementable in phases, within the constraints 
of resources and ongoing operational requirements, will optimize the design 
and operation of the Swartz Bay terminal. 

A potential phasing sequence is illustrated in Figure 49. It begins with the 
construction of new parking in the ‘berm’ area, along with the roundabout 
and new West Road, in order to develop the new warehouse and 
administration on the existing parking lot. This would be followed by the 
redevelopment of the foot passenger building, the forecourt, and the Lands 
End concession area. 

7.0 Implementation

7.2 Approvals and Working with Other Agencies

7.2.1 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENTS

Federal: The Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 2012 (CEAA) specifies 
the requirements for the Environmental Impact Assessments required prior 
to initiating any works that will potentially modify the natural environment 
in the affected area.

Provincial: The British Columbia Environmental Assessment Act (BCEAA) 
and the reviewable Projects Regulation specifies the projects that require 
Environmental Assessments prior to initiating any works that will potentially 
modify the natural environment in the affected area. 

7.2.2 ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITTING

A new Fisheries Act came into force on November 25, 2013. With this, the Fisheries 
Act has changed dramatically. Some of the notable changes which may affect 
BC Ferries include “self-assessing” the requirement for a project to be reviewed 
by DFO; fixed timelines for DFO review of projects requiring authorizations; 
applications offset plans, accompanied by letters of credit with detailed cost 
estimates; and the DFO Operational Guidance Statements that have been 
replaced by “Measures to Avoid Causing Harm to Fish and Fish Habitat.”

In the absence of a DFO review, BC Ferries is still required to avoid causing 
serious harm to fish by following best practices such as those described in 
the measures to avoid harm. It is advisable for BCF to become familiar with 
the “measures to avoid harm” as the legal consequences for “harm to fish” 
are significant.

DFO recommends an Environment Management Plan/Spill Management 
Plan to ensure contractors have protocol/process for Environmental 
emergencies. A BCF policy on this matter for Contractors working on the 
vessels and at terminals is under consideration.

The Riparian Areas Regulation (RAR) is the basis of streamside protection 
in British Columbia. The RAR calls on local governments to protect riparian 
areas during residential, commercial, and industrial development by ensuring 
that a Qualified Environmental Professional (QEP) conducts a science-based 
assessment of proposed activities to help ensure land development activities 
do not result in a harmful alteration, disruption or destruction (HADD) of fish 
habitat.

In British Columbia, the Contaminated Sites Regulations outlining the 
identification, investigation, and remediation of contaminated sites reside 
with the BC Ministry of Environment. 

The BC Environmental Management Act requires that local governments 
take certain actions to facilitate the screening of properties for potential 
contamination. The process is triggered when the landowner requests 
certain types of permits from a municipality, and there is a history of activity 
on the property that is likely to have led to contamination. The tool through 
which the province screens these properties is called a site profile.

7.2.3 LOCAL GOVERNMENT BYLAWS

As discussed in Section 2.0, BC Ferries is required to follow the policies and 
permitting protocols of the District of North Saanich. The Local Government 
Act authorizes municipalities to designate Development Permit Areas 
(DPAs) and request Development Permits prior to the commencement of 
development for certain issues outlined in the section. The terminal is in 
two development permit areas and requires permits for development (1) 
within 15 m of the shoreland of the terminal in a manner that preserves and 
protects environmentally sensitive areas; and (2) for the form and character 
of commercial development at the terminal. Building permits are also 
required from North Saanich for any development at the terminal. 

In addition, development must conform to the Zoning Bylaw in terms of use 
and standards such as setbacks.
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7.3 Recommendations for Further Studies
• To fully understand the implications of an additional vessel on Route 

1, the TDP recommends that a transportation simulation model be 
developed for the terminal that can fully understand different scenarios 
to help inform solutions. Key variables such as future schedules, vessel 
design, level of services will also be critical in understanding future 
berth alignment and layout. 

• Significant components of the infrastructure for the electrical services 
and systems are nearing the end of their useful life. A comprehensive 
review of the electrical infrastructure for the site is recommended.

• A potential solution to the vibration issues at Berth 1 is the 
implementation of a vacuum suction system to secure the vessel 
in place, in lieu of using the engines. One product is ‘Moormaster’, 
produced by Cavotec. A study of this system is recommended.

• BC Ferries should undertake an assessment of future parking demand, 
taking into account variables such as demographic changes, trends in 
public transit usage, potential for off-site park and ride, and the impact 
of ride-sharing and potential autonomous vehicles.  

• BC Ferries should develop a detailed plan for improving wi-fi access 
throughout the terminal for better communication and customer 
experience.  

• BC Ferries should develop a measuring system for vehicle classification 
at the ticket booths. 
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Figure 49: Phasing 
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